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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents a number of mathematical formulations to investigate

the interfacial wave dynamics of a bubble-laden or a particulate drop. For this pur-

pose, the interfacial pulsations are described by revealing the natural frequency and

decay constant spectra for the most important modes in the system. The results

are obtained by constructing a solution technique based on basis function expansion

of the fields governed by flow equations. This leads to a matrix formulation which

yields the necessary characteristic relation for spectral quantities like frequencies,

damping constants and wave-lengths. The key findings are verified by devising a few

independent perturbation theories under limiting conditions.

Accordingly, the dissertation research mainly concentrates on three subprojects.

Firstly, we investigate the natural interfacial wave dynamics of a bubble-laden sys-

tem under inviscid condition when the bubble is at an arbitrary location inside the

drop. For such configuration, we observe finer deviations in the frequency of di↵erent

azimuthal modes appearing in a band of clustering values. The observed behavior is

akin to fine-structure split in energy levels of atomic systems. In the second prob-

lem, the e↵ects of finite viscosity on interfacial wave pulsations are estimated for a

concentrically situated bubble inside a liquid drop. For such systems, the damped

vibration is characterized by calculating the decay constants for the waves along with

the frequencies. The results illustrate the e↵ect of viscous dissipation in terms of finite

capillary number, where its critical values are calculated for specific modes dictat-

ing transformation from under-damped oscillation to over-damped one. Thirdly and

finally, the analysis predicts how the frequencies and decay constants modify under
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small but finite capillary number limit. This problem is solved by a boundary-layer

based singular perturbation method where two cases with di↵erent internal species in

a concentric position are taken into account. Consequently, contrasts in asymptotic

trends can be illustrated between two domains laden with either a gaseous bubble or

a solid particle. Importantly, these results are also utilized to validate our general

matrix formulation described in the second problem.

The mathematical formulation and the comparative studies di↵erentiate the spec-

tral manifestations for systems with di↵erent internal structures. This creates a po-

tential for characterization of a multiphase drop by reverse estimation even if the

interior is opaque. Such capability can be potentially useful in scientific explorations

of inaccessible domains like cellular entities as well as in quality control and perfor-

mance enhancement of various combustive and manufacturing processes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A bubble-laden or particulate droplet exhibits complex deformation waves due

to its natural pulsation. The described systems attain a perfect neutral equilibrium

with no motion, if the outer periphery and all other liquid-gas interfaces are per-

fectly spherical. This, however, rarely happens in nature where geometries always

depart from perfect equilibrium contour either during formation or due to external

perturbations. In that case, di↵erent modes of surface pulsation superpose simul-

taneously exhibiting sinusoidal fluctuation due to restorative capillary force, as well

as exponential decay due to viscous dissipation. The natural frequencies and damp-

ing constants for such multiphase entity depend on the constituents, structures and

mechanical properties of the interior domain. In this thesis, we formulate a few rig-

orous mathematical formulations revealing these frequency and decay spectra due to

small-amplitude natural vibration in the domain continuum.

In our study, we focus on three topics involving confined multiphase systems

relevant to contemporary science and technology. Accordingly, we first describe

the intriguing parametric dependence in frequency-spectra of interfacial waves for

a bubble-laden drop under inviscid condition. In the second investigation, the same

bubble-laden drop is considered for arbitrary non-zero capillary number represent-

ing finite viscous dissipation. Finally, the third study is to distinguish how spectral

quantities di↵er between particle-drop and bubble-drop systems under small but finite

capillary number limit.

The first project is about the non-trivial modification of the frequency spectra due
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to the variation with the position of the cavity inside the liquid. This configurational

dependence of spectra is calculated for an arbitrary location of the void by using

an approach based on basis function expansion. In this work, we show how finer

structural details akin to fine-structure split in atomic energy levels appear in spectral

domain due to di↵erent positions of the cavity inside the liquid drop.

In the second study, we consider a multiphase viscous drop with a concentrically

placed bubble under unperturbed condition. The goal of the analysis is to find the

frequency ! and decay constants ⇣ for di↵erent modes of interfacial pulsation. Our

analysis shows two types of modes. The first one of these is the shape-retaining and

consistently decaying rotational mode. In contrast, the second mode allows distortions

at the outer periphery revealing underdamped or overdamped vibrations depending

on the system dictating critical Ca values. Then, we calculate frequency and decay

spectra for natural pulsation, and show how it modifies with the void-ratio ã and the

capillary number Ca.

The final topic of my doctoral work is a study where the capillary number Ca

is small but finite, and a centrally located inner constituent is either a particle or

a bubble. We use boundary-layer based asymptotic perturbation theory to see how

the spectral quantities for natural pulsation modify with Ca and size-ratio ã. The

goal of this research is to di↵erentiate between particulate and bubble-laden systems

based on their frequency and decay spectra. The obtained results also independently

validate our general mathematical formulation for multiphase viscous drop developed

in the second study.

2
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1.1 Motivational context

The motivation behind the study of natural interfacial pulsation is derived from

potentially crucial applications in many natural and industrial systems. Outcome of

this research can lead to the development of new tools for performance enhancement

and quality control of both combustive and manufacturing processes. Moreover, in

the long run, it can provide new means for in-vivo exploration in biological entities

like living cells and organs.

Perhaps the most important application of this study is a spectroscopic method

for detection of embedded species like particles or bubbles inside a multiphase drop.

The position, number and type of such inner constituents significantly a↵ect the inter-

facial pulsation of the system by altering the natural frequencies and decay constants

of the perceivable surface wave. The aforementioned diagnostic technique can uti-

lize this fact by using high speed camera to record the perimetric oscillation of the

droplet. Subsequently, the stored data can be postprocessed to determine the key

features of the frequency and decay spectra. When these experimentally determined

quantities are matched with the theoretical predictions of known systems, the num-

ber and position of embedded particles or bubbles can be estimated. Moreover, the

procedure can be extended to find the mechanical properties of di↵erent components

of a multispecies domain. We refer this process for characterization of multiphase

systems as interfacial spectroscopy.

The characterization of multiphase drops is a crucial step in understanding sev-

eral combustive and material processing systems [1, 2]. Multispecies droplets appear

in fuel combustion and liquid spraying where it is impossible to see the embedded

species. If the frequency spectra of such systems are known, we can use the infor-

3
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mation to estimate the size and number of cavities or particles trapped inside the

liquid.

The core idea of interfacial spectroscopy is not entirely alien. Even at present,

some specific applications of this technology are known and practiced. For example,

past studies have measured the natural pulsation frequencies of a drop to determine

the capillary constant of the liquid [3, 4, 5]. Similarly, in a recent research [6], internal

bubbles were detected inside a metallic drop from observed anomalous frequency of

shape oscillation in its image. The metallic drops were stabilized by an upward wind

jet, and observed with high speed camera to understand their explosive potential.

The visualization reveals explosion of their top hemisphere — this phenomenon is

ultimately explained by the existence of the bubble rising to fragment the molten

mass.

The scope of the interfacial spectroscopy can be extended beyond the charac-

terization of multiphase drops. One can modify the detection technique where the

observed quantity is the deformability in forced vibration instead of frequency spectra

of natural pulsation. In that case, the deformability spectra can be used to understand

many hitherto unexplored complex systems. This new capability can be especially

useful in exploration of a living cell. The discussed technique can determine the

mechanical properties of various cellular components like cytoplasm and nucleus sep-

arately without destroying the live organism. Moreover, the outer boundary of such

complex entities often undergoes random fluctuations due to the Brownian species

inside the domain. These fluctuations at the outer periphery can reveal many useful

information about the inside domain. First, this can be used to characterize the in-

terior of a system and to find the concentration of the brownian species. Secondly,

4
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such technique allows an estimation of the local temperature inside an inaccessible

interior like a domain inside a cellular structure. Such capability would be a novel

tool for cellular characterization by probing local thermal states inside their interior.

Therefore, the aforementioned mechanism can bring transformative changes in inves-

tigation of cellular dynamics [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] as well as many other

fields in microbiology and medicine.

Apart from that, the key idea can be extended to several other important appli-

cations. Among those, acoustically controlled breakup [16], micro-bubble facilitated

sonoporation [17] and ultrasound excited sonoluminescense [18, 19] are most relevant

and most viable technologies.

If frequency spectra of a multiphase droplet are known, these can be used to find

the resonance features for the dynamic system. As a result, a suitable sonic wave can

be identified so that it can resonate with the drop leading to its acoustically assisted

controlled break up [1, 20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, this can be a way to enhance the

e�ciency of combustion process [23, 20, 1]. It also indicates viability of acoustically

induced cellular destruction for oncological treatments [24, 25, 26].

Moreover, the mechanism of micro-bubble facilitated sonoporation [17, 27, 28]

is a commonly used noninvasive clinical technique for drug and gene delivery within

the human body. Here, interfacially excited micro-bubbles inside the living cell help

to alter the permeability (sonoporation) of cell membranes creating physical route

for impermeable agents to enter the cell interior. So, if the deformability spectra

is known for externally applied acoustic field, then one can find the most optimum

excitation for the sonoporation [27]. This way, the current mechanism can be used as

an important clinical application to inject drugs or genes for targeted domains inside

5
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a cellular structure.

Finally, we describe a well-known self-ignition mechanism based on sonolumines-

cence [18, 29, 30]. This mechanism involves when a gas bubble is positioned within

an acoustic stationary wave and driven at a frequency below its natural resonance

frequency [31]. The first discovery of single-bubble sonoluminescence in the related

field has led to several interesting and remarkable observations [32]. Among these,

the picosecond-length light flashes and a level of synchronicity several orders of mag-

nitude greater than the period of the applied acoustic field are important. One can

further manipulate these processes for controlled self ignition of fuel drops. Potential

of such multi-facetted applications in contemporary research field makes our studies

especially attractive.

1.2 Scientific background

Interfacial wave dynamics of a drop is a popular topic in physics and has been

studied first by Lord Rayleigh [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] as a classical fluid mechanical

phenomenon. The appeal of this fundamental mechanics problem is profound due

to its relevance in fields ranging from stellar dynamics [38] to nuclear collision [39].

Hence, this classical field is enriched by century-long research [37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51].

Over the years, this field has been developed by several mathematical works [37,

42, 50, 52, 53, 54] and experimental investigations [55, 56, 57, 58]. Among these, the

studies most relevant to our present work can be classified into two groups. The first

set considers a compound drop where only two di↵erent media exist with one engulfing

the other [50, 59, 42, 60, 61, 62]. The second category is focused on interfacial

dynamics of an e↵ective medium with numerous small components[63, 64, 65, 66, 67,

6
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68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73].

Among the works in the first group, there have been a number of investigations

on oscillations in a thin liquid shell engulfing an interior fluid with di↵erent properties

[59, 62, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Moreover, several numerical simulations [82, 83] have

also revealed time-dependent evolution of the interfaces only under an axisymmetric

perturbation. These have, unfortunately, failed to outline a mathematical formulation

for a general spectral analysis with arbitrary fluctuations. Also, we could locate a few

other articles where a predominantly analytical procedure revealed dynamics in thick

liquid shells. Some of these work uses approximate flow solution technique to predict

stability features of the dynamic behavior [80]. On the other hand, one of the articles

applies perturbation theory to show the appearance of fine spectral structures under

the limit of small displacement of the void from a concentric position [81]. However,

such formulation is not valid for a large separation between the center of the drop

and the bubble under unperturbed conditions.

The second category of studies are interested in the systems where too many small

discontinuities reside inside the droplet. As a result, these can constitute an e↵ective

complex fluid [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. Thus, this approach can

describe the interfacial dynamics of bubble-laden systems [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]

or particulate suspensions [91, 92, 93, 94] only when the internal species are small and

numerous. This is why investigations on bubble-laden foam [95, 96] or particulate

gels [97] can be included in this category.

Apart from those two major subtopics, the analysis of pulsating voids generated

during cavitation is also relevant to our work. Distortion in interfacial shape described

by Rayleigh’s frequency [34] is only applicable for incompressible bubbles or drops.
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In contrast, cavitation is modeled by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [35, 98] revealing

volume fluctuation in a spherically symmetric bubble. It is true that the typical

frequencies associated with compressible systems are much higher than the value for

the first few interfacial modes. Still, coupling between the volumetric waves and

higher interfacial modes can potentially impact the cavitation process.

The proper analysis of a bubble-drop system has undertaken only very recently in

an earlier work from our group. In that article, interfacial waves in a spherically sym-

metric concentric geometry of a bubble-laden multiphase droplet have been analyzed

with a compact mathematical treatment for inviscid fluid [99]. My doctoral study

builds on this initial idea, where I investigate more general geometry and viscous

e↵ect.

Despite century-long studies, the frequency and decay spectra for confined mul-

tiphase system have not been explored in full detail so far. The inherent di�culty

for this lies in the mathematical treatment required for multi-component domains

where boundary conditions are given at disconnected dissimilar interfaces. In the

past, similar class of problems are solved sporadically by using expansions in di↵erent

sets of basis functions and their mutual transformations [100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105].

Perhaps, the reason behind this incompleteness is unavailability of a methodology to

solve field equations in a multi-component entity. For an eccentrically situated bub-

ble, this requirement can be su�ced by an expansion technique in di↵erent sets of

basis functions where their mutual transformations help to satisfy boundary condi-

tions at disconnected dissimilar surfaces. All Stokesian simulations use some version

of it where linear algebraic relations in terms of many-body mobility describe quasi-

steady dynamics [101, 106, 107, 108, 103, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. In my doctoral
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thesis, we generalize this approach for transient problems. As a result, unsteady wave

motions can be simulated by constructing coupled ODEs [115] involving mass, dissi-

pation and spring matrices instead of algebraic relations with a single mobility matrix.

Thus, one can extract all modifications in the natural frequencies, damping constants

and forcing response due to presence of the particles and the bubbles. Conversely,

the spectral data can also be exploited to reveal the internal structure leading to the

conceived interfacial spectroscopy.

1.3 Objective of Research

This doctoral research accomplishes several specific tasks which are discussed in

details in the dissertation. We give a brief overview of these goals here.

The primary goal of this research is to investigate the natural interfacial pulsa-

tions of bubble-laden or particle-laden drops. Here, we observe how the natural wave

dynamics are modified by the type, size and position of the inner species. We mainly

focus on the problem where a bubble is embedded in the domain. Still, some findings

are outlined describing features of frequency spectra of particulate droplets to reveal

some inherent distinctions between systems with two di↵erent inner constituents.

First, we describe a bubble-drop system assuming small perturbation, low cap-

illary number and low bond number conditions. These assumptions exclude non-

linearities, viscous e↵ects and gravitational influences, respectively. When the bubble

is concentrically situated inside the drop, the azimuthal degeneracy in the frequency

spectra is expected where di↵erent modes with di↵erent angular variations show exact

same frequency. Our goal is to observe how this degeneracy disappears due to a finite

separation between the centers when the bubble is eccentrically situated inside the

drop. Then, we anticipate finer deviation in the frequency spectra due to di↵erent
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azimuthal modes.

Accordingly, the frequency is obtained with variation in position R of the bubble

for di↵erent size-ratios. Here, we consider two principle quantum number values l = 2

and l = 3 which correspond to the most prominent waves at the drop interface. Then,

from the observed frequency values, we show how to estimate the size-ratio ã and the

position R of the bubble inside the drop by carefully matching the planar pulsation

modes and the band-width of the frequency spectra.

Next, the modification in interfacial wave dynamics is studied due to a finite

capillary number value. The concentric geometry is considered for this purpose.

For the viscous system, an additional observable in the form of decay spectra is

anticipated due to the finite viscosity of the medium. Thus, both the frequency and

the decay spectra are investigated in this study for two prominently contributing l

values: l = 2 and l = 3.

Furthermore, very fundamental nature of the interfacial wave dynamics can be

influenced by the value of capillary number of the system. For example, a water

drop shows natural interfacial wave dynamics at its outer periphery under perturbed

condition. In contrast, a similarly sized drop of honey does not indicate pulsations

on the external interface at all. The reason behind this is the former having the

capillary number Ca below a critical value exhibits under-damped oscillatory modes.

In contrast, the latter shows overdamped waves when the critical capillary number is

exceeded. This is why we identify critical capillary number to be a system defining

parameter, and investigate its value for di↵erent bubble-to-drop size-ratios.

Then, we validate the aforementioned results using higher-order boundary layer

theory when the bubble is concentrically situated inside the drop. This analysis in-
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volves small but finite capillary number limit. Under such condition, the higher order

decay and frequency values can be, in principle, corroborated by the general formu-

lation. We intend to compare the two sets of findings to validate two independent

mathematical approaches.

Furthermore, we use the higher order boundary layer theory for two di↵erent

problems involving either particle-laden or bubble-laden drop. As a result, we can find

the asymptotic behavior of the two systems, and compare the distinguishing features

between these. The comparative study considers spherically symmetric concentric

geometry under unperturbed condition and small but finite capillary number limit.

The goal of this comparison would be to investigate how the natural wave pulsations

are modified by dissimilar internal species.

1.4 Organization of the dissertation

This dissertation is organized in several chapters to discuss the di↵erent aspect

of the study and to convey the logical structure of the research. Brief description of

each chapter are provided below as a preview.

Chapter 2 introduces and describes unexplored details of the intriguing spectral

manifestation of the small-amplitude waves at the surfaces of a bubble-laden drop.

Its natural frequencies of interfacial pulsation reveal a non-trivial variation with the

position and the size of the cavity inside the liquid. This configurational dependence of

spectra is calculated for arbitrary location of the void by using a novel approach under

low capillary number and low Bond number limit. The analysis is based on expansion

in two sets of basis functions where their mutual transformations are utilized to enforce

interfacial boundary condition. In addition to that, a matrix perturbation theory is

formulated to validate our aforementioned simulations independently for two limiting
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cases. In the first one, a configuration where the interfaces of the bubble and the drop

nearly touching each other at the point of minimum separation is considered. Our

asymptotic analysis provides a qualitative description of variations in frequencies with

the film thickness although absence of a convenient leading-order solution prohibits

a closed form exact result. In contrast, the second matrix perturbation calculations

show a quantitative agreement with the general simulation for the near concentric

geometry with R ! 0. Both qualitative and quantitative corroborations under two

di↵erent limits verify the correctness of the mathematical treatment and numerical

calculations of our work.

In chapter 3, the damped oscillation of a viscous droplet is investigated consid-

ering a trapped bubble inside the liquid. For this purpose, a concentrically situated

bubble inside the drop is considered. The main goal of the analysis is to see how the

frequency and the decay spectra for natural pulsations at the interface modify with

the void-ratio ã and the capillary number Ca. In the analysis, the basis functions and

boundary conditions for the hydrodynamic fields are used to derive the characteristic

equations for damping constant ⇣ and natural frequency !. Also, we present the

critical capillary number as a function of size-ratio for specific modes to indicate for

what condition these transform from underdamped to overdamp oscillation.

Chapter 4 presents a higher order boundary-layer theory under small but finite

capillary number limit. We use this singular perturbation technique to find frequen-

cies and decay constants for both bubble-laden and particulate systems. For this

purpose, the constituent is considered to be concentrically situated. We anticipate

two advantages of such analysis. First one is to validate our previous results with

an independent mathematical description. The next would be to investigate how the
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interfacial spectra exhibits asymptotic behaviors and how these can be distinguished

for two di↵erent internal species like bubble and particle.

In the last chapter, the dissertation is concluded, and the key results are sum-

marized. Then, the scope of the future work in relevant field is reflected upon to

highlight the potential impact of this work. Also, a few important mathematical

results are listed in a separate appendix.
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CHAPTER 2

DETAILED FINER FEATURES IN SPECTRA OF INTERFACIAL

WAVES FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF A BUBBLE-LADEN DROP

This chapter describes the frequency spectra for small amplitude interfacial pul-

sation of the bubble-laden drop under low capillary number limit. The underlying

assumptions are exactly same as Rayleigh’s renowned work [34] which has immense

technological relevance and significant scientific value. We show how Rayleigh’s spec-

tra modifies due to existence of a bubble inside the liquid. Thus, our analysis is a

generalization of the well-known past results used in a wide range of research fields.

The key feature of the system considered in our analysis is the appearance of the

bubble at an arbitrary eccentric location around which it undergoes small-amplitude

fluctuations. The relative velocity between the centers of the cavity and the drop is

small so that the former remains in vicinity of its original position throughout the

time-scale of interest. The resulting flow satisfies the unsteady inviscid equation which

is solved in terms of singular and regular harmonic functions. Their unknown time-

dependent amplitudes are, then, described in a matrix formulation by exploiting the

surface tension dictated boundary conditions at the external surface and the liquid-

bubble interface. The appropriate characteristic relations from the derived matrices

ultimately yield the frequencies of di↵erent wave modes for given average position of

the embedded cavity.

The chapter is organized in the following way. In section 2.1, the flow solution

and the matrix formulation reveal how finer structures in the frequency spectra form

bands for an eccentrically placed bubble, and how their values converge with number
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of basis functions. Section 2.2 presents an asymptotic theory under the limit of small

perturbation in the position of the cavity to independently verify our simulation. In

section 2.3, we identify key features in the fine spectral structure from their variation

with the position of the bubble, and outline an algorithm to detect its size and location

if the frequencies are known. Finally, in section 2.4, the chapter is summarized and

the conclusions are drawn.

2.1 Natural frequencies for di↵erent modes of interfacial waves

Our analysis considers a spherical bubble of radius a1 inside a spherical drop of

radius a0 with their centers separated by an average distance R. The void appears at

the radial position R, and remains in vicinity of this point while undergoing small-

amplitude fluctuations. The finite value of R distinguishes our work from previous

articles like [80, 81]. The density of the surrounding atmosphere and the air trapped

in the cavity is assumed to be negligible. The viscosity and density for the fluid

domain are denoted by µ and ⇢, respectively. The surface tension coe�cient for the

liquid-air interface is represented by �. Our main focus in this chapter is to describe

the natural frequencies of the prominent modes of vibrations as functions of R and

the size-ratio ã = a1/a0. The system is schematically described in Fig.2.1.

We assume the characteristic amplitude As for surface perturbation small com-

pared to a0. Then, the velocity-scale As

p
�/(⇢a30) ensures the ratio between con-

vective and temporal accelerations to be of the order As/a0. Hence, the non-linear

convective inertia remains insignificant enabling linearization of the flow equations.

Moreover, the ratio of viscous and interfacial forces is given by capillary number

Ca = µAs/
p
�⇢a30. Similarly, the Bond number Bo = g⇢a20/� represents the rela-

tive importance of gravity g compared to surface tension. For millimeter size water
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a0
R

a1

Figure 2.1. Schematic of a spherical drop under unperturbed condition with a spheri-
cal bubble undergoing small-amplitude fluctuations in vicinity of an eccentric location.

droplets, Bo is around 0.1, and Ca is of the similar order when As/a0 is less than

0.1. For other typical liquids, these values are even lower. This is why our analysis

presumes that both Ca and Bo are small for our system.

Accordingly, simplified conservation equations relate pressure p and displacement

s:

⇢
@2s

@t2
= �rp, (2.1)

and

r2p = 0. (2.2)

where t is time. In absence of any viscous stress, boundary conditions at two eccen-

trically placed spherical free surfaces of the liquid domain become

p|r0=a0=��

2s · n̂0

a20
+r2

s(s · n̂0)

�
, (2.3)

and

p|r1=a1=��

2s · n̂1

a21
+r2

s(s · n̂1)

�
. (2.4)
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Here, r0 and r1 are the radial coordinates of spherical systems with origins at the

centers of the drop and the bubble, respectively. The unit normal vector pointing

away from the liquid domain at the i-th surface is n̂i, and gradient along the spherical

surface is given by rs. We find the solution of eqs.2.1, 2.2 and satisfy eqs.2.3, 2.4 in a

matrix form to characterize the frequency spectra for di↵erent modes of the pulsation

at the involved surfaces.

2.1.1 Field solutions

The continuity relation in eq.2.1 implies that the pressure p is a harmonic field.

Similarly, the momentum equation shows that s is gradient of harmonic functions.

Also, presence of two interfaces indicates that two di↵erent classes of spherical basis

solutions for Laplace equation should be considered to describe p and s. Firstly, as

the fluid domain is truncated by the outer surface, the fields should include regular

solutions which remain finite in a finite domain, but becomes infinity far away from

the origin. Moreover, presence of the bubble allows us to take into account singular

solutions with an infinite value at the center of the cavity, which is precluded from the

domain of interest by the inner interface. Thus, we draw inspiration from Stokesian

dynamics [106, 116, 117] to propose a general solution for eq.2.1

p = �⇢
"
X

lm

↵̈0+
lm(t)�0+

lm(r) +
X

l0m0

↵̈1�
l0m0 , (t)�1�

l0m0(r)

#
, (2.5)

and

s = r
"
X

lm

↵0+
lm(t)�0+

lm(r) +
X

l0m0

↵1�
l0m0(t)�1�

l0m0(r)

#
. (2.6)
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Here, �i+
lm and �i�

lm are the regular and singular basis functions in spherical coordinates

with origin at the center of the i-th interface. Accordingly, these are defined by

�0+
lm =Y (0)

lm

✓
r0
a0

◆l

, (2.7)

�0�
lm =Y (0)

lm

✓
a0
r0

◆l+1

, (2.8)

�1+
lm =Y (1)

lm

✓
r1
a1

◆l

, (2.9)

and

�1�
lm =Y (1)

lm

✓
a1
r1

◆l+1

, (2.10)

with Y (i)
lm being the spherical harmonics on the surface of the i-th sphere where the

angular variations are defined by two usual quantum numbers l = 1, 2, 3, . . . and

m= 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±l. The corresponding time-dependent amplitudes are ↵i±
lm, and

overdots in eq.2.5 represent its second order temporal derivatives.

We use only �0+
lm and �1�

lm in eqs.2.5 and 2.6. This is because the regular solution

appearing due to the truncation of the domain by the external surface should be

naturally expanded around its center. Similarly, singular function introduced due to

exclusion of the bubble volume should be expressed in the corresponding spherical

coordinates. Still, the solutions of p and s can have alternative representations dif-

ferent than the one presented in eqs.2.5 and 2.6. Such flexibility exists due to two

transformation relations.

The regular basis functions can be expanded in Taylor series equating these to a
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linear combination of spherical solutions centered around another point. Hence,

�0+
lm =

X

l0m0

�1+
l0m0Tr(R|l0m0, lm), (2.11)

where Tr(R|l0m0, lm) are the transformation coe�cients which represent the Taylor

series expansion of �0+
lm at the center of the cavity. At this point, we choose the z

axis to be aligned with the line joining the centers of the drop and the bubble. Under

such construction, Tr uncouples m and m0, and assumes the following simplified form

Tr(R|l0m0, lm)=Tr(R,m|l, l0)�mm0 = ãl
0 R̃(l�l0)

(l�l0)!

s
(2l+1)(l�m)! (l+m)!

(2l0+1)(l0�m)! (l0+1)!
�mm0 . (2.12)

Here, ã = a1/a0, R̃ = R/a0 and �mm0 is Kronecker delta implying the block diagonal-

ization of di↵erent azimuthal modes defined by m.

Similar transformation between the singular solutions can also be derived using

Taylor series expansion, though the presence of singularity limits its validity by con-

vergence radius. Hence, for points outside the sphere of radius R around the center

of the drop:

�1�
l0m0 =

X

lm

�0�
lmTf (lm, l0m0|R). (2.13)

The new transformation coe�cients are obtained as

Tf (lm, l0m0|R) = Tf (l, l
0|R,m)�mm0 = ãTr(l

0, l|R,m)�mm0 , (2.14)

where the earlier choice of the z-axis is taken for granted.

The complete description of the dynamics requires evaluation of the amplitudes

↵i±
lm(t). This is achieved by satisfying the boundary conditions in eqs.2.3–2.4, where
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we use the completeness of the solutions in eqs.2.5 and 2.6 along with the flexibility

given by eqs.2.11—2.14.

2.1.2 Matrix formulation

We combine the boundary condition (eqs.2.3–2.4), the general solutions (eqs.2.5

and 2.6) and transformations (eqs.2.11—2.14) to derive two sets of ordinary di↵eren-

tial equations describing ↵0+
lm and ↵1�

lm simultaneously. The first set of these relations

comes from the surface tension dictated stress discontinuity at the outer surface of

the drop

↵̈0+
lm+

�l

⇢a30
(l2+l�2)↵0+

lm =�
X

l0m0

Tf (lm, l0m0|R)


↵̈1�
l0m0�

�

⇢a30
(l+1)(l2+l�2)↵1�

l0m0

�
. (2.15)

The second group represents the same condition at the interface of the embedded

bubble:

↵̈1�
lm+

�l

⇢a31
(l+1)(l2+l�2)↵1�

lm =�
X

l0m0

Tr(R|lm, l0m0)


↵̈0+
l0m0�

�

⇢a31
(l2+l�2)↵0+

l0m0

�
. (2.16)

These equations should be considered for all possible l and m.

We cast eqs.2.15 and 2.16 into a matrix form which has a block-diagonal structure

uncoupling mutual e↵ects between two modes with di↵erentm. Accordingly, one finds

2

64
[ I ] [T f (R,m)]

[T r(R,m)] [ I ]

3

75

8
><

>:

|↵̈0+
m i

|↵̈1�
m i

9
>=

>;
+

�

⇢a30

2

64
[D0] �[T̃ f (R,m)]

�[T̃ r(R,m)] [D1]

3

75

8
><

>:

|↵0+
m i

|↵1�
m i

9
>=

>;
=

8
><

>:

|0i

|0i

9
>=

>;
.

(2.17)

Here, components in column |↵i±
m i are amplitudes for specific m but di↵erent l. Ele-

ments of square matrices [T f ] and [T r] are the transformation coe�cients Tf (l, l0|R,m)
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and Tr(l, l0|R,m). Also, [T̃ f ] and [T̃ r] are related to [T f ] and [T r]

T̃ r
ll0 = ã�3l(l2 + l � 2)T r

ll0 , (2.18)

and

T̃ f
ll0 = ã(l + 1)(l2 + l � 2)T r

l0l, (2.19)

whereas [D0] and [D1] have only non-zero components in diagonal positions so that

D0
ll0 = l(l2 + l � 2)�ll0 , (2.20)

and

D1
ll0 = ã�3(l + 1)(l2 + l � 2)�ll0 . (2.21)

The identity operator in eq.2.17 is shown as [ I ].

We combine |↵0+
m i and |↵1�

m i into a single column notation |↵mi which is transpose

of {h↵0+
m | h↵1�

m |} so that eq.2.17 can be written in a more concise form:

[M(R,m)] |↵̈mi+ [S(R,m)] |↵mi = |0i , (2.22)

where

[M(R,m)]=

2

64
[ I ] [T f (R,m)]

[T r(R,m)] [ I ]

3

75, (2.23)

and

[S(R,m)]=

2

64
[D0] �[T̃ f (R,m)]

�[T̃ r(R,m)] [D1]

3

75. (2.24)

We refer [M(R,m)] and [S(R,m)] as mass and spring matrices, respectively. The
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spectra of the interfacial pulsation of the system are directly dependent on [M(R,m)]

and [S(R,m)]. For a given m, temporal variation in any k-th mode of vibration is

expressed as a sinusoidal behavior:

|↵km(t)i = exp(i!kmt) |↵km(0)i , (2.25)

where !km is the corresponding natural frequency. When this variation is inserted in

eq.2.22, |↵km(0)i and !2
km can be identified as the eigen vectors and eigen values of

the matrix [P ] = [M ]�1[S]. In our computation, we construct [M ], [S] and [P ] for

arbitrary bubble-position R and quantum number m. Then, the eigen values of [P ]

are calculated to reveal the prominent frequencies of the system.

It is to be noted here that the described matrix formulation reveals an inherent

coupling between the dynamics of the two interfaces. This interdependence is quan-

tified by the o↵-diagonal elements of [M ] and [S] matrices represented by the blocks

[T f ], [T r], [T̃ f ], [T̃ r]. As the components of the o↵-diagonal blocks vary as power

functions of ã, the e↵ect of one surface on another becomes negligible for small void

fractions. This is manifested in our prior work [99] where it is seen that deformability

of the bubble is insignificant for ã < 0.3. Such behavior is corroborated by experiment

studies also [58].

2.1.3 Test for spectral convergence

For a specific m value, l can be any positive integer as long as l � |m|. Therefore,

[M ], [S] and [P ] are infinite dimensional matrices in reality. However, for practical

simulations, their dimensionality has to be truncated by enforcing a maximum value

for l given by lmx + |m|�1. This spectral truncation makes the dimensionality of all
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relevant matrices 2lmx due to the 2 ⇥ 2 block shown in eqs.2.23, 2.24. As a result,

we expect 2lmx number of eigen values for [P ] leading to same number of natural

frequencies.

For concentric geometry, these are classified into (+) and (�) configurations in

an earlier paper [99] accounting for twofold increase in number of possible modes com-

pared to a pure drop analyzed by Rayleigh. For (+) states, the outer surface deforms

relatively less, and maintains perfect alignment with the bubble. In contrast, the

(�) states show stronger waves at the drop periphery pulsating in the perpendicular

orientation with respect to the cavity. The two types of interfacial waves are referred

as the bubble and the sloshing modes, respectively.

For eccentrically placed system also, one can identify these modes each of which

reveals lmx number of frequencies after the spectral truncation. These values in each

set for given m are arranged in ascending order numbered by a subscript k, and

referred as !±
km according to their origin from either (+) or (�) group.

We are interested in the first few of these values for k = 2, 3, where it is to be

noted that !±
1m are identically 0 for translational symmetry of the system [99]. The

spectral truncation, however, introduces errors in the desired outputs. Fortunately,

!±
km for any givenm should have negligible error due to truncation in matrix dimension

as long as lmx is adequately greater than k. Evidence of such spectral convergence

indicates the correctness in both mathematical analysis and numerical simulations.

Accordingly, we define a non-dimensional frequency !̃±
km as

!̃±
km =

s
⇢a30
�
!±
km. (2.26)

In Fig.2.2, computed values of !̃±
km are plotted as functions of lmx for a non-axisymmetric
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perturbation represented by m=1. We also choose two geometric configurations with

di↵erent size and position of the bubble. In both, we try to ensure close proxim-

ity between two interfaces, as this potentially causes slower spectral convergence.

Even then, the curves show a fast saturation of computed results for all cases when

lmx � 7. The figure also reveals slower saturation of (�) modes for larger bubbles, as

solutions with higher l are needed to properly represent the misaligned waves at two

closely located but eccentrically placed interfaces. Conversely, (+) modes converge

relatively later for smaller cavity because its deflation normal to the surface makes

the peripheral variations more di�cult to be captured by basis functions.

2.1.4 Parametric study of natural frequency revealing fine structure split

For concentric position of the bubble with R= 0, matrices [M ], [S] and [P ] do

not have any dependence on the quantum number m. This happens because the

dynamic equation for a spherically symmetric unperturbed geometry should not have

any systemic azimuthal variation. Consequently, a number of vibrational modes with

di↵erent m exhibits the exact same natural frequency when the centers of the drop

and the cavity coincide. We refer to this phenomenon as azimuthal degeneracy.

For eccentrically placed bubble, however, the azimuthal degeneracy disappears,

because [M ], [S] and [P ] depend on the m when R 6= 0. As a result, one can see

small variations in natural frequencies !±
km for the modes with di↵erent m but same

k. This is the fine structure split in the wave spectra similar to the one seen in atomic

physics where small changes in energy level occur for di↵erent states with di↵erent

quantum numbers.

In Figs.2.3 and 2.4, we illustrate the aforementioned fine structure split in the

frequency spectra for two di↵erent size-ratios ã. For all computations, lmx is consid-
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ered as 15, so that convergence in connection to spectral truncation is not an issue. In

each subplot, a specific k is chosen, and di↵erent !+
km or !�

km are plotted as functions

of normalized R for di↵erent m values. For concentric position, k matches exactly

with the quantum number l. Hence, for each k, we expect (2k+1) number of modes

with di↵erent m as it can take the values 0,±1,±2, . . .±k. Among these possible m’s,

however, modes with +m and �m have exact same frequency and exact same contour

of deformed interface — these are only separated by a temporal phase. Hence, for

each k, one can find k+1 number of fine deviations in frequencies for di↵erent m’s.

This dictates the number of curves for respective k’s in Figs.2.3 and 2.4.

To highlight the fine structure split, !̃±
km are divided by their values !̃0±

km for

concentric position at R = 0. The normalizing factor !̃0±
km is well described in our

recently published paper [99] and corroborated in an earlier paper [82]. For example,

we find !̃0�
2m to be 2.74 and 2.29 for ã= 0.5 and ã= 0.7. Similarly, our calculations

show !̃0+
2m to be 10.11 and 7.32 for similar size ratios. These values match exactly

with the ones reported in [82]. In Figs.2.3 and 2.4, we use these quantities to re-

normalize the presented curves which start from 1. Then, a gradual departure for

di↵erent m values with increasing R can be seen in the plots. For small departure

from the spherically symmetric geometry, the frequencies should vary as parabolic

functions of R. This fact is evident in Figs.2.3 and 2.4. We analyze this behavior

in more details in a perturbation analysis presented in section 2.2, where the general

numerical simulation is independently corroborated. Also, we consult the results from

the aforementioned earlier work focusing on concentric geometry to check whether the

new findings match exactly with the known values when R ! 0.

When R approaches a0�a1, two interfaces nearly touch each other at the location
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of minimum separation. It should be noted that touching surfaces lead to the rupture

of the film [59], and the entire analysis is no longer valid from physical consideration.

Still, we want to investigate this situation from purely mathematical perspective.

For closely situated interfaces, it is well-known that methods based on basis function

expansions typically have issues with spectral convergence [116, 117]. In Stokesian

dynamics [118, 119, 120, 121], this problem is addressed by lubrication analysis, where

the predominance of the contributions in hydrodynamic stress from the contact region

is presumed. In the present problem, however, the frequency of oscillation is not

dictated by the lubrication flow due to its negligible inertia. As a result, one cannot

provide a quantitative explanation for spectral behavior under such situation. Despite

this di�culty, the perturbation analysis in section 2.2 can qualitatively show why the

frequency should vary linearly from a fixed value when R ! (a0 � a1).

The frequencies for di↵erent m but same k diverge considerably with increasing

R. Still, their di↵erences are significantly smaller than the di↵erence between two

modes with unequal k or di↵erent configurational modes (+) or (�). Thus, the

spectral plot for interfacial waves would show band structures in frequency space with

values for same k and configurational modes grouping together in close proximity. The

width and location of these bands change with R and ã. Such realization can lead

to an e�cient characterization of multiphase drops. In section 2.3, we outline an

algorithm for this purpose.

2.2 Matrix perturbation analysis for small geometric deviation

In this section, a perturbation theory validates our simulations independently.

It is focused on two limiting cases. The first one is the configuration where the

interfaces of the bubble and the drop nearly touch each other at the point of minimum
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separation. Our asymptotic analysis provides a qualitative description of variations

in frequencies with the film thickness though absence of a convenient leading order

solution prohibits a close form exact result. In contrast, the second study shows a

quantitative agreement with the simulation for the near concentric geometry with

R ! 0. Both qualitative and quantitative corroborations under two di↵erent limits

reveal correctness of the mathematical treatment and numerical calculations of the

previous section 2.1.

2.2.1 Expansion of matrices representing small change in bubble position

Our perturbation analysis analytically describes the change in the frequency

values for a specific mode due to a small change in the bubble position R. This

requires an expansion of the relevant eigen value equation involving the matrix [P ]

defined in section 2.1.2.

Let us assume that the i-th eigen value �(i)0 for the eigen vector |e(i)0 i of [P ] is

known for a specific position of the bubble at R = R0. The quantities associated to

this specific location is denoted by the subscript 0, so that [P ] at R0 is referred as

[P0] which satisfies

[P0]|e(i)0 i = �i0|e
(i)
0 i. (2.27)

The question is what the change in the eigen value would be if the position of the

bubble is perturbed by a short distance �.

In the new position also, one can write the similar eigen value equation

[P ]|e(i)i = �i|e(i)i (2.28)

where the subscript 0 is dropped to indicate the new position. We consider a pertur-
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bative expansion of eq.2.28 treating � as a small parameter

[P ]=[P0] + �[P1] + �2[P2]. . . , (2.29)

[|e(i)i= |e(i)0 i+ �|e(i)1 i+ �2|e(i)2 i. . . , (2.30)

and

�(i)=�(i)0 + ��(i)1 + �2�(i)2 . . . , (2.31)

where the subscript k represents the k-th order term in the respective perturbations.

We insert the expansion given in eqs .2.29, 2.30, 2.31 into eq.2.28 to derive a

hierarchy of equations corresponding to di↵erent perturbative order. The leading

zeroth order relation is already given by eq.2.27. The next order for i=1 is governed

by the following

[P0 � �(i)0 ]|e(i)1 i+ [P1]|e(i)0 i = �(i)1 |e(i)0 i. (2.32)

The row eigen vectors hf (j)
0 | for the matrix P0 are also the reciprocal basis for the

column vectors. Hence, hf (j)
0 | satisfies two conditions simultaneously

hf (j)
0 |[P0 � �(i)0 I] = h0|, (2.33)

and

hf (i)
0 |e(j)0 i = �ij. (2.34)

We contract eq.2.32 from the left with hf (j)
0 |. When the properties of hf (j)

0 | in eqs.2.33,
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2.34 are utilized, the predominant correction in the eigen values can be derived:

�(i)1 = hf (i)
0 |[P1]|e(i)0 i. (2.35)

This is the slope by which the eigen value �(i) varies with the position of the bubble.

The frequency of the i-th mode renamed here as !(i) instead of !±
km is the square

root of �(i). Let us now assume R0 ! (a0�a1) with two interfaces nearly touching

each other. Then, one expects a linear dependence of !(i) with the thickness h of the

so called lubrication region around minimum separation. Thus, the variation would

be

!(i) =

q
�(i)0 + h⌦(i)

1 , (2.36)

where the constant ⌦(i)
1 is given by

⌦(i)
1 = ��(i)1 /

✓
2

q
�(i)0

◆
. (2.37)

Unfortunately, the leading order eigen values under touching conditions with h ! 0

is not readily available from a simplified mathematical analysis. One has to solve the

field equations in the tangent sphere co-ordinate system so that the corresponding

matrix formulation ultimately yields these quantities. However, such result would not

have any physical meaning, as the bubble will simply rupture in such configuration.

This is why we did not pursue a detailed calculation when two interfaces nearly

touches each other. Still, from purely mathematical perspective, the perturbation

analysis provides a qualitative agreement, as all curves in Figs.2.3 and 2.4 obey the

functional form in eq.2.36. This means that the change �!(i) in frequency should
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scale as

�!(i) ⇠
q

h2�/(⇢a50), (2.38)

instead of the scaling
p
�/(⇢a30) seen in eq.2.26.

2.2.2 Asymptotic results under the limit of nearly concentric geometry

The first order correction in eq.2.35 should not be enough to explain the leading

order variation of frequencies with R for nearly concentric geometry. The reason is

based on the reflectional symmetry in x-y plane making �(i)1 to be zero when R0=0.

In other words, if the bubble is displaced upward or downward by the same distance

with respect to the center of the drop, the resulting two systems will be essentially

identical apart from the configurational orientation. Thus, in both cases, the wave

frequencies should be exactly the same making the eigen value an even function of R.

This is why we have seen a parabolic dependence of all !±
km in Figs.2.3 and 2.4 for

R ! 0. Quantitative description of this variation requires an analysis of the second

order perturbation.

The second order relation for the eigen value equation is

[P0 � �(i)0 ]|e(i)2 i+ [P1]|e(i)1 i+ [P2]|e(i)0 i = �(i)2 |e(i)0 i. (2.39)

We contract eq.2.39 from left with hf (i)
0 |, and use its properties to find

�(i)2 = hf (i)
0 |[P1]|e(i)1 i+ hf (i)

0 |[P2]|e(i)0 i. (2.40)
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From eq.2.39, one can conclude

|e(i)1 i = �(i)1 [P0 � �(i)0 I]BI |e(i)0 i � [P0 � �(i)0 I]BI [P1]|e(i)0 i. (2.41)

Here, the superscript BI denotes partial or block inverse of singular matrix [P0��(i)0 I]

with its non-null block being identified and inverted without changing its null space

[P0 � �(i)0 I]BI = [P0 � �(i)0 I + |e(i)0 ihf (i)
0 |]�1 � |e(i)0 ihf (i)

0 |. (2.42)

Combining, eqs.2.40 and 2.41, The second order correction in the eigen value is ob-

tained

�(i)2 = hf (i)
0 |[P2]|e(i)0 i � hf (i)

0 |[P1][P0 � �(i)0 I]BI [P1]|e(i)0 i, (2.43)

where �(i)1 =0 is presumed for R0=0.

Fortunately, for R0 = 0, all matrices [P0], [P1], [P2] have simple forms. Our

analysis first constructs [P0], [P1], [P2] in terms of the perturbation terms in mass

matrix [M ] and spring matrix [S]. Accordingly, the expansions for [M ] and [S] are

defined

[M ]=[M0] + �[M1] + �2[M2]. . . , (2.44)

and

[S]=[S0] + �[S1] + �2[S2]. . . . (2.45)

The i-th order contributions [Mi] and [Si] are explicitly determined using the R-

dependent expression of the respective matrices. The explicit forms of the i-th order
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terms are given as below

[M0] =

2

64
[ I ] [T f

0 ]

[T r
0 ] [ I ]

3

75 , (2.46)

and

[S0] =

2

64
[D0] �[T̃ f

0 ]

�[T̃ r
0 ] [D1]

3

75 . (2.47)

For i > 0

[Mi] =

2

64
[ 0 ] [T f

i ]

[T r
i ] [ 0 ]

3

75 , (2.48)

and

[Si] =

2

64
[ 0 ] �[T̃ f

i ]

�[T̃ r
i ] [ 0 ]

3

75 . (2.49)

Here, the components of the o↵-diagonal blocks of [Mi] are only non-zero when l =

l0 + i for which

T r
i(l

0,l)=
ãl

0

(l�l0)!

s
(2l+1)(l�m)! (l+m)!

(2l0+1)(l0�m)! (l0+1)!
, (2.50)

and

T f
i (l,l

0) = ãT r
i(l

0,l). (2.51)

Similarly, only non-zero elements in the o↵-diagonal blocks of [Si] can be evaluated

by relating them to [Mi]

T̃ r
i (l, l

0) = ã�3l(l2 + l � 2)T r
i (l, l

0), (2.52)

and

T̃ f
i (l, l

0) = ã(l + 1)(l2 + l � 2)T r
i (l

0, l). (2.53)
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In contrast, the diagonal blocks of the matrices are either identity matrix [I] or null

matrix [0] or the matrices defined in eqs.2.20, 2.21.

For our problem, [P ] is the product of inverse of [M ] and [S]. This definition

yields:

[P0] = [M0]
�1[S0], (2.54)

[P1] = [M0]
�1[S1]� [M0]

�1[M1][M0]
�1[S0], (2.55)

[P2] = [M0]
�1
�
[S2]� [M1][M0]

�1
�
[S1]� [M1][M0]

�1[S0]
�
� [M2][M0]

�1[S0]
 
. (2.56)

For R0 =0, we checked that the specific forms of hf (i)
0 |, [P1] and |e(i)0 i make �(i)1 =0

according to eq.2.35. Consequently, �(i)2 contributes as the most prominent correction.

Then, we can express the non-dimensional frequency in the following form

!̃±
km = !̃0±

km + ⌦̃±
km(ã)R

2/a20, (2.57)

where the dimensionless parameter ⌦̃±
km represents the quadratic behavior in R

⌦̃(i) =

s
⇢a30
�

a20�
(i)
2q

4�(i)0

. (2.58)

Here, the superscript (i) is interchangeably used in place of quantum numbers.

In Fig.2.5, we present the calculated ⌦̃±
km according to the perturbation analysis

as function of size-ratio. The results from the asymptotic theory are presented as the

line curves for di↵erent quantum numbers. In contrast, the corresponding values from

the general simulation discussed in section 2.1 are shown as isolated data points for a

few specific ã. The latter matches exactly with the former establishing an important
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corroboration between the two independent approaches validating both.

2.3 Detection of a bubble in an opaque drop from interfacial spectra

An interesting application of the outlined theory would be a non-invasive de-

tection technique which can characterize an embedded bubble inside a suspended

opaque drop whose interior is not visible from outside. The procedure would exploit

the observable spectral features of the system exhibited in its natural pulsation in sus-

pended condition. Then, the experimentally determined frequencies can be matched

with the simulated estimations to predict the size and position of the internal cavity.

The method can also be extended for particle-laden droplet.

The validity of the outlined procedure can be ensured only for small amplitude

oscillations under low capillary number limits. Despite these constraints, we expect

this to be viable for a wide range of applications, because exact similar assumptions

have not limited experimental and technological relevance of Rayleigh’s theory [34].

The aforementioned non-intrusive detection method requires both experimental

determination and theoretical predictions of natural frequencies. Then, two sets of

results can be compared in a pattern recognition algorithm to extract the desired

parameters of interest. There are two pre-requisites for the scheme to work. Firstly,

the bubble-drop system has to be in under-damped condition so that it undergoes

sponteneous natural pulsation. This criterion is assured if capillary number is small.

Secondly, we need an optical device like a high-speed camera to record the interfa-

cial displacements as functions of time and peripheral positions in a non-invasive way.

Advancement of modern technology provides such equipments so that the data can be

stored with necessary details making experimental determination of spectral quanti-

ties possible. In this section, we describe the essential elements of the characterization
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process.

2.3.1 Outline of the detection and characterization algorithm

The detection method would require three major steps. Firstly, the interfacial

pulsation has to be recorded in an experiment [122]. Secondly, the relevant spectral

quantities have to be evaluated from the stored data. Finally, the convenient features

of experimentally obtained values should be properly matched with the theoretical

prediction of a possible system by an e�cient algorithm.

The first two steps are conceptually straight forward. One can use a high speed

camera to view the pulsation of the drop. As a result, its radial deformation sex

at the outer surface can be recorded as a series of two-dimensional images taken in

subsequent time intervals. The observed displacement from the average contour has

to be stored as a function of time and polar coordinate � on the viewing plane. Then,

the frequency spectra of the interfacial dynamics can be experimentally determined

by a dual Fourier transform C⌫(!)

C⌫(!) =

Z
sex(t, �)ei⌫�ei!td�dt, (2.59)

Complete spectral description of the system requires C⌫ to be evaluated for ⌫=0,1,

as all natural frequencies for even and odd l’s would be revealed by C0 and C1,

respectively. Consequently, spectral plots of C⌫ in frequency domain will show several

spikes grouped together in bands according to our theory of fine structure split.

This spectral manifestation can be used to predict the volume fraction � and posi-

tion R of the cavity inside the drop by matching the observation with the theoretical

predictions. For this purpose, an e�cient algorithm can be built after identifying
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useful features of the variation of frequency values for di↵erent modes in paramet-

ric space. The strategy would be to recognize quantities which only vary with one

system parameter while showing negligible dependence on others. From the spectral

results in section 2.1, we identify such signature features which are discussed in the

subsequent subsections.

2.3.2 Convenient features of fine spectral structure indicating the volume fraction

The e�cient characterization algorithm requires recognition of spectral features

which only varies with either of position R or volume-fraction � = ã3. Such quantities

are readily available in the plots presented in section 2.1.4. One can see that the

frequencies for the (�) modes corresponding to k= |m| have negligible variation with

R. This is especially true for higher values of l. The slow dependence in the fields

along z-direction for k =m is the reason behind the observed behavior. Thus, one

can identify !�
kk to be a signature variable which should be conveniently used to find

the volume fraction �.

The approximate invariance of !�
kk with R is further revealed in Fig.2.6. We

choose four di↵erent values of R, and present the non-dimensional !̃�
22 and !̃�

33 as

functions of volume fraction of the cavity. The curves in the figures are of di↵erent

lengths because allowable volume fractions are limited for an eccentrically situated

bubble. For k=m=2, three of these curves merge with each other altogether. For

k=m=3, the invariance with R is even prominent — there all four curves collapse

on each other showing no change whatsoever for variation in R.

This implies that !̃�
33 can be treated as a signature parameter which solely de-

pends on �. So if this variation is tabulated properly, one can predict the volume

fraction from the observed value of the !̃�
33.
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However, in order to characterize the bubble, !̃�
33 has to be located in the exper-

imentally observed spectral data. The second band in the spectral plot corresponds

to k=3 and (�) configurational mode. The last peak in that cluster represents the

frequency value for m=k=3. Thus, if one locates this quantity in the experimental

data acquired following the procedure in section 2.3.1, the volume-fraction for the

cavity can be detected.

2.3.3 Detection of bubble position from band-width

Once the volume fraction is known, it is easy to find the position of the bubble

from various other quantities. Among all others, the most reliable and convenient

parameter could be the width �!±
k of the first few prominent bands. This quantity

is the interval in the spectral space in which fine structure split ensures a number of

modes for a same specific l to be clustered together. One can evaluate the width of

this band from the di↵erence between the maximum and minimum of closely situated

frequencies for di↵erent m but same l.

In Fig.2.7, we present band widths for four most relevant modes as functions of

the normalized position of the bubble for two di↵erent volume fractions. The plots

show non-trivial variation in �!±
k with R.

The bands for specific k can be identified in the experimentally acquired spectral

data by the number of fine structures in that group. This number should be exactly

same as k+1. Also, there would be two bands with same number of fine structures.

Between these two, the one with lower value represents the (�) configurational mode,

whereas the (+) mode corresponds to the larger number. In this way it is possible to

locate �!±
k in the observed frequency spectra.

These quantities can reveal the position of the bubble in the following way.
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Firstly, the theory outlined in section 2.1 can be used to compute the band-width

as function of R for the known value of already detected volume-fraction. Then, an

error ✏ can be defined as

✏ =
X

k

(�!+
k � �!ex+

k )2 +
X

k

(�!�
k � �!ex�

k )2 (2.60)

where superscript ”ex” describes the experimentally observed band-width. One can

choose a few representative k so that ✏ relates to mean square departure in the

simulated result from the experimental values. At the end, an error vs. position plot

can indicate the location of the cavity by presuming that it corresponds to minimum

✏.

It is to be noted that the position of the bubble may change in time due to various

reasons. Firstly, it can move due to the presence of an external potential like gravity.

In that case, a low Bond number limit would ensure a very slow temporal change in

R. Secondly, the system itself might be unstable causing departure due to non-linear

shape oscillation [123]. However, the time required for such translation is always much

larger than the temporal scale dictated by the interfacial frequencies [82]. Thus, for

either case, one can apply a multiple time-scale analysis to describe the complex

dynamics. In such formulation, the leading order spectra for nominal fluctuations

would be similar to our findings. Then, additionally, the natural frequencies would

also alter slowly over a longer period where this slow evolution can indicate the

translational dynamics inside the liquid domain.

We perform a numerical experiment to confirm the viability of the described

detection technique. Accordingly, a bubble-drop system is considered where an input

configuration with specific ã and R values is assigned. Then, it is assumed that
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126 di↵erent modes corresponding to k values varying from 2 to 10 are involved

in the interfacial pulsation. These include waves with di↵erent m = 0, 1, . . . k and

configurational orientations + and � for each k. The non-dimensional amplitudes

for each of the modes are randomly generated numbers between 0.01 and 0.05. Once

these random values are fixed, the deformation at the outer surface is calculated using

the field solutions eq.2.6 given in subsection 2.1.1. Consequently, the projection of

the instantaneous image of the deforming drop is computed taking the y-z surface

to be the two-dimensional viewing plane. The radial deviation sex of the image is

recorded as function of time and the polar angle on the viewing plane. Next, the

spectral response C⌫ is calculated using dual Fourier transform in eq.2.59 revealing

the natural frequencies of the system as resulting peaks in the spectral space. Finally,

ã and R are estimated from these data by exploiting known features of !̃�
33 as well as

minimizing errors according to eq.2.60 in observed and computed band-widths.

The estimated and the input values of ã and R are presented in Table 1. We

select 5 di↵erent systems as our case study so that it covers the possible parametric

space properly. Accordingly, the first simulation has moderate R and ã identified

as 0.25 and 0.45, respectively. Then, we choose two extreme values for R as 0.1

and 0.4 representing a slightly eccentric bubble and the one nearly touching the

external surface. Similarly, two additional ã’s are also accounted for to evaluate the

e↵ectiveness of our scheme for both small and large cavities. The extreme values of

one parameter are taken into account keeping the other parameter moderate so that

ultimately 5 di↵erent configurations can include all possible situations.

The results for the numerical experiment show the correctness of the detection

algorithm. Majority of the case studies show less than 1% relative error between the
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actual input and the estimated prediction. The error is less for larger bubbles and

for its more eccentric location. This is understandable because such configurations

enhance the interactions between the interfaces leading to a more accurate detection

due to more prominant surface dynamics. The comparative exploration is a neces-

sary consistency test inferring the outlined diagnostic technique to be robust and

implementable as long as the caveats of our analysis is satisfied and experiments are

accurate enough.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter reveals the details of the frequency spectra for interfacial pulsation

of a drop with an embedded bubble in an arbitrary position. The di↵erent waves in

the system are represented by eigen parameter k=1,2,3. . . and azimuthal quantum

number m = 0,±1,±2,. . .± l as well as by two configurational modes (�) and (+).

The results show that there can be small deviations in frequencies for modes with

di↵erent m when k is the same. We refer this phenomenon as fine structures split

which is analogous to the one seen in atomic systems with small variations in energy

level due to di↵erent quantum numbers.

The fine structure split only appears when the cavity is in an eccentric posi-

tion with respect to the droplet. For concentric geometry, these small deviations in

frequency disappear, because in that case these values coincide for modes with dif-

ferent m but same k. Such coincidence termed as azimuthal degeneracy occurs due

to the azimuthal invariance of the governing equation and spherical symmetry of the

geometry.

When the bubble is displaced from the spherically symmetric position fine spec-

tral structures appear. As a result, one can see di↵erent closely situated frequencies
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forming bands together in the spectral domain.

We compute these frequencies by expanding the flow field in basis functions.

Then, a system of algebraic equations is represented in a matrix form by exploiting the

homogeneous boundary conditions dictated by surface tension at the interfaces. The

frequencies of di↵erent modes are related to the eigen values of the involved matrix. In

case of a concentric system, the relations are block diagonalized in k and degenerated

in m causing the azimuthal degeneracy. In contrast, for an eccentrically placed cavity,

the modes with di↵erent k are coupled leading to only block diagonalization in m.

Thus, if m is changed, the same k yields a slightly modified frequency.

The distinct e↵ect of the eccentrically placed cavity in the form of band structure

creation allows us to conceptualize a possible detection method. The procedure would

exploit the processed spectral data from experimentally observed droplet pulsation

to characterize the size and position of the bubble. For this purpose, we identify

signature variables which only vary with one system defining parameter while remain

invariant with others. One such signature is the frequency !�
33 which varies only with

volume fraction � and exhibits negligible change with position R. This mode can be

easily located in the spectral plot as the last peak of the fine structures of the second

band in frequency space. Thus, � can be determined from observed !�
33. Then, R can

also be estimated by matching the simulated band-widths for the predicted size-ratio

to the observed values.

We also validate our general simulation with a novel matrix perturbation theory

under limiting situations. The analysis shows a very precise quantitative agreement

between two sets of results when the bubble is slightly displaced from its concentric

position. Also, the comparison implies a qualitative verification of our numerical
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results for nearly touching configuration for two interfaces. Such corroborations imply

both correctness and utility of our theory.
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Figure 2.2. Computed values of normalized natural frequencies for k = 2, 3 and
m = 1 are plotted as functions of spectral truncation order lmx for two geometric
configurations with 1) R = 0.4a0 and a1 = 0.5a0 (thick line), as well as 2) R = 0.25a0
and a1 = 0.7a0 (thin line).
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Figure 2.3. Normalized natural frequencies for l = 2 and l = 3 as well as plus
and minus configurational modes are plotted as functions of position of the bubble
normalized by its maximum possible value when size ratio ã = 0.5 and m = 0 (solid
line), m = 1 (dashed line), m = 2 (dash-dotted line) and m = 3 (dotted line).
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Figure 2.4. Same as Figure 2.3 with size-ratio ã is 0.7 instead of 0.5.
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Figure 2.5. The parameter ⌦̃lm computed from eq.2.58 according to the perturbation
theory are plotted as functions of ã for plus and minus spectral modes as well as
l = 2 and l = 3, when m = 0 (solid line), m = 1 (dotted line), m = 2 (dashed line)
and m = 3 (dash-dotted line). The results from the general simulation presented in
section 2.1 are shown as large dotted points for a few selected size-ratios.
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Case
#

Input R Estimated
R

Relative
error in R

Input ã Estimated
ã

Relative
error in ã

case 1 0.250 0.252 0.8% 0.450 0.453 0.7%
case 2 0.100 0.101 1.0% 0.450 0.454 0.9%
case 3 0.400 0.401 0.2% 0.450 0.452 0.4%
case 4 0.250 0.251 0.4% 0.650 0.652 0.3%
case 5 0.250 0.252 0.8% 0.250 0.252 0.8%

Table 2.1. The comparison between the values of the system parameters used as
inputs for the dynamic evolution and the estimations of the same quantities obtained
from the detection algorithm.
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CHAPTER 3

DAMPED INTERFACIAL PULSATION OF A BUBBLE-LADEN

VISCOUS DROP

This chapter describes the decay constants and the natural frequencies of all

important modes of a bubble-laden drop when the capillary number is finite imply-

ing finite viscous e↵ects. The added complexity due to the inclusion of dissipation

prompts us to consider a rather simpler geometry, where we assume concentrically

situated cavity inside a liquid sphere under unperturbed condition. The results are

obtained for a wide range of size-ratios as well as capillary number. We are especially

focused on identifying the overdamped and underdamped modes often indicated by

a critical value of Ca. Hence, our findings include the spectral quantities, properties

of various modes and geometric dependence of critical capillary number.

Accordingly, this chapter is organized in this way. In section 3.1, we describe

the complete set of basis functions leading to the matrix formulation which yields

the characteristic equation for the damping constants and the natural frequencies.In

section 3.2, the critical capillary number, damping constants and natural frequencies

of a few relevant modes are computed for finite Ca number using the general matrix

formulation. Finally, the chapter is summarized, and the conclusions are drawn in

section 3.3.

3.1 General solution and matrix formulation

Our study considers a bubble of radius a1 which resides inside a viscous drop

of radius a0 in a concentric configuration. The ratio of a1 and a0 is referred as void

fraction ã. The geometric parameters defining the domain are shown in Fig.3.1.
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a0
a1

Figure 3.1. Schematic of a viscous spherical drop under unperturbed condition with a
spherical bubble undergoing small-amplitude fluctuations in vicinity of an concentric
location.

In our analysis, the surface tension coe�cient for the liquid-air interface is given

by �, whereas viscosity and density of the fluid are denoted as µ and ⇢. The Bond

number for the system is small making gravitational impact on the dynamics negli-

gible. Also, density of the surrounding atmosphere and the gas trapped in the cavity

is approximated to be very small.

Under such conditions, the system undergoes small amplitude interfacial pulsa-

tion compared to a0 or a1. As a result, a linearized flow equation can describe the

displacement sd and pressure pd field in terms of time td and spatial co-ordinates.

Thus, the momentum and mass conservation relations assume the following forms

⇢
@2sd
@t2d

= �rdpd + µr2
d

@sd
@td

, rd · sd = 0, (3.1)

and

rd · sd = 0, (3.2)

where the subscript d indicates dimensional quantities. We combine the governing
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equation with the stress discontinuity dictated by surface tension at the i-th interface

�pdn̂i + µ

"
rd

@sd
@td

+

✓
rd

@sd
@td

◆T
#
· n̂i = �n̂i

✓
2sd · n̂i

ai2
+r2

dssd · n̂i

◆
, (3.3)

where the unit normal vector pointing away from the liquid domain at the i-th surface

is n̂i, and gradient along the spherical surface is given by rs. We find the separable

eigen solutions of eqs.3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 to reveal the natural frequencies and decay

constants for di↵erent modes of vibration.

3.1.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions in non-dimensional form

We cast the governing equation and the boundary conditions in a dimension-less

form. For this purpose, all the relevant dependent and independent variables are

normalized by the corresponding scales.

We are predominantly focused on a system with bubble of finite size. Also, we

are not interested in dynamics of thin liquid shell. Thus, it can be concluded that a0,

a1 and the shell thickness (a0�a1) are of the same order. Consequently, we choose a0

to be the scale for the spatial dimensions. It is to be noted though that such choice

does not prohibit our subsequent theory to be applicable in analysis of small bubble

or thin shell.

The time-scale ts and pressure-scale ps for this problem are determined by con-

sidering the capillary e↵ect to be the key factor behind the dynamics. Hence, ts is

obtained by estimating the frequency of a system with mass ⇢a30 and spring-constant

�

ts =
q
⇢a30/�. (3.4)

Similarly, ps is taken as the characteristic change in Laplace pressure required to
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sustain an interfacial mode

ps = �As/a
2
0, (3.5)

where As is the amplitude of the deformation wave. The deformation field is non-

dimensionalized using As.

Accordingly, the non-dimensional position r, time t, displacement s and pressure

p are defined as

r =
rd
a0

, (3.6)

t =
rdp
⇢a30/�

, (3.7)

s =
sd
As

, (3.8)

and

p =
pd

(�As/a20)
. (3.9)

When these dimension-less variables replaced the dimensional ones in eqs.3.1, 3.2 the

normalized momentum and continuity relations become

@2s

@t2
= �rp+ Car2@s

@t
, (3.10)

and

r · s = 0, (3.11)

where the capillary number Ca is the ratio of the characteristic viscous and surface

tension forces

Ca =
µa0
�ts

=
µ

p
⇢�a0

. (3.12)
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Also, eq.3.3 transform to

�pn̂i + Ca

"
r@s

@t
+

✓
r@s

@t

◆T
#
· n̂i = n̂i

✓
2s · n̂i

r2i
+r2

ss · n̂i

◆
, (3.13)

representing the boundary conditions for the non-dimensional fields.

The dimensional analysis indentifies the void fraction ã and the capillary number

Ca as the dimensional-less system defining constant parameters for the dynamics.

Thus, our theory and computations are focused on evaluating the natural frequencies

and decay constants of the most relevant modes for a wide range of ã and Ca.

3.1.2 Time-invariant decomposition

The modes of interfacial waves are defined by time-invariant spatially varying

vector fields which yield the solution for eqs.3.10, 3.11 when multiplied with a purely

temporal function. Conversely, if the temporal function is factored out from the

time- and space- dependent solution, the spatial variation for a specific mode can

be identified. This time-dependent factor has to be an exponential function, as it

is the eigen function of the temporal derivative. In order to ensure physically valid

motion, the real part of the involved exponent should be negative definite representing

a decay constant. In contrast, the imaginary part of the exponent reveals the natural

frequency for that mode.

Accordingly, the factorized solutions for the displacement and the pressure field

are

s = exp(Ca�2t)s�, (3.14)

and

p = exp(Ca�2t)p�. (3.15)
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Here, � is the characteristic wave length associated with a specific mode whose ex-

ponent for temporal variation should be Ca�2. When the form described by eqs.3.14,

3.14 is substituted in eqs.3.10, 3.11, the governing relations for the time-invariant

spatially varying fields s� and p� can be derived

r2s� � �2s� =
�
�rp�/Ca

2�2
�
, (3.16)

and

r · s� = 0. (3.17)

Moreover, the similar substituition in eq.3.13 yields

�p�n̂i + Ca2�2
h
rs� + (rs�)

T
i
· n̂i = n̂i

✓
2s� · n̂i

r2i
+r2

ss� · n̂i

◆
. (3.18)

Thus, we seek for a general solution for eqs.3.16, 3.17, and use eq.3.18 to derive the

characteristic equation from which � can be calculated.

In general, � should be a complex number whose proper root has to be located in

the complex number plane. Once this is known, the decay constant and the frequency

for the specific mode can be retrieved as the real and imaginary parts of Ca�2.

3.1.3 Complete set of spatially dependent solutions

The spatially dependent time-invariant fields s� and p� are expressed in terms of

a linear combination of basis functions which have to form a complete set to describe

all possible modes. Hence, we propose

s� =
X

lm�

↵�+
�lms

�+
�lm +

X

lm�

↵��
�lms

��
�lm, (3.19)
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and

p� =
X

lm�

↵�+
�lmp

�+
�lm +

X

lm�

↵��
�lmp

��
�lm, (3.20)

where s�±�lm and p�±�lm are displacement and pressure basis for eqs.3.16, 3.17. These

are superposed in the linear combination after being multiplied by the corresponding

constant amplitudes ↵�±
�lm. Here, the subscripts l andm are associated to the complete

set of scalar orthogonal functions on a spherical surface. In contrast, the superscript

� = 1, 2, 3 represents three independent fields to ensure the completeness of vecto-

rial solutions in three dimensional space. The additional superscript ± denotes two

additionally independent functions for each specific set of l, m, � so that boundary

conditions at two separate surfaces can be enforced leading to a unique solution for

second order eqs.3.16, 3.17.

The aforementioned description of basis functions is a generalized version of

Lamb’s solutions for Steady Stokes equation in terms of spherical co-ordinates [36]. In

Lamb’s analysis, three di↵erent fields referred as the potential, vorticity and pressure

solutions are obtained for di↵erent l and m corresponding to the quantum numbers

of a spherical harmonics. Moreover, each of these solutions can be either regular or

singular to provide two independent complete sets capable of representing any vector

fields at a spherical surface. We derive the expressions of s�±�lm in an analogous way.

Unlike Lamb’s analysis, particular solution denoted by �=3 for eqs.3.16, 3.17 is

the easiest to identify considering the source term �rp�/Ca2�2 is the gradient of a

harmonic field. As a result, first we recognize p3±�lm as a separable harmonic functions

in spherical co-ordinates:

p3+�lm = �Ca2�4rlYlm, (3.21)
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and

p3��lm = �Ca2�4r�l�1Ylm. (3.22)

Then, we conclude that s3±�lm have to be a potential vector field proportional to the

pressure gradient yielding the following inhomogeneous solutions:

s3+�lm = rlrYlm + lrl�1Ylmêr, (3.23)

and

s3��lm = r�l�1rYlm � (l + 1)r�l�2Ylmêr. (3.24)

It is to be noted that these are similar to Lamb’s potential fields, though for steady

Stokesian system these represent the homogeneous solution due to the di↵erence in

the governing relation.

The complete set contain two independent homogeneous solutions also corre-

sponding to �=1, 2. For both cases, pressure term vanishes: p1±�lm =0 and p2±�lm =0.

The first of the homogeneous solution is given by

s1±�lm = êr ⇥rF±
lm(�r). (3.25)

In contrast, the second one is

s2±�lm = r⇥ s1±�lm, p2±�lm = 0. (3.26)

Thus, if one can find the scalar field F±
lm for all l, m and �, a comprehensive description

of the hydrodynamic fields can be possible.

When eq.3.25 is substituted in eqs.3.16, 3.17 in place of s�, the scalar governing
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equation for F±
lm can be derived

rr2
�
F±
lm/r

�
� �2F±

lm = 0. (3.27)

We presume the following separable form for F±
lm:

F±
lm = f±

l (�r)Ylm(✓,�), (3.28)

where f±
l is a radial function, and Ylm is spherical harmonics in spherical co-ordinates

✓ and � with quantum numbers l andm. The ordinary di↵erential equation describing

fl is obtained by combining eqs.3.27 and 3.28

d2f±
l

d⇢2
� l(l + 1)

f±
l

⇢2
� f±

l = 0, (3.29)

where ⇢= �r. The solutions of eq.3.29 for a few most important integer values of l

are

f±
0 =e±⇢, (3.30)

f±
1 =e±⇢

✓
1⌥ 1

⇢

◆
, (3.31)

f±
2 =e±⇢

✓
1⌥ 3

⇢
+

3

⇢2

◆
, (3.32)

and

f±
3 =e±⇢

✓
1⌥ 6

⇢
+
15

⇢2
⌥ 15

⇢3

◆
. (3.33)

These are derived by using the recurrence relation for spherical Bessel functions

starting from f±
0 .
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The final expression for the first homogeneous solution is obtained by substituting

eq.3.28 in eq.3.25

s1±�lm = f±
l (�r)êr ⇥rYlm. (3.34)

Then, eq.3.26 is simplified as below

s2±�lm =
l(l + 1)

r2
f±
l (�r)êrYlm +

df±
l (�r)

dr
rYlm. (3.35)

Thus, eqs.3.23, 3.24, 3.34 and 3.35 together provide the complete set of basis solutions

for eqs.3.16, 3.17.

3.1.4 Traction vector in matrix form

The boundary condition for s� at two liquid-air interfaces can be given as ⌧ (i)
� =0,

where ⌧ (i)
� is the e↵ective traction vector given by

⌧ (i)
� =

 
�p(i)� +

2s(i)� · n̂i

r2i
+r2

ss
(i)
� · n̂i

!
n̂i + Ca2�2


rs(i)� +

⇣
rs(i)�

⌘T�
· n̂i. (3.36)

Here, the superscript i can take two values 0 and 1 corresponding to the outer surface

of the drop and the interface of the bubble, respectively.

The traction vector can also be expanded in terms of basis vectors like s�

⌧ (i)
� =

X
↵�+
�lm⌧

(i)�+
�lm +

X
↵��
�lm⌧

(i)��
�lm = 0. (3.37)

Here, the basis for traction is given as

⌧ (i)�±
�lm =

 
�p(i)�±�lm +

2s(i)±�lm ·n̂i

r2i
+r2

ss
(i)±
�lm ·n̂i

!
n̂i+Ca2�2


rs(i)±�lm+

⇣
rs(i)±�lm

⌘T�
·n̂i. (3.38)
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We have to find the wavelength � and the amplitudes ↵�±
�lm for each l and m ensuring

⌧ (i)�±
�lm = 0. This means that a single mode of vibration is defined by l, m and the

possible values for �.

At this point, we recognize that the displacement basis can be expressed in terms

of a spherical basis elms

elm1 = êr ⇥rYlm, (3.39)

elm2 = êrYlm, (3.40)

and

elm3 = rYlm. (3.41)

As a result, one can write

s�+�lm =
X

s

f±�s
�lm (�r)elms, (3.42)

where, the radial functions f±�s
�lm can be determined explicitly from eqs.3.23, 3.24,

3.34. The properties of spherical basis also ensure that the following form for the

traction vector

⌧ (i)�±
�lm =

X

s

⌧±�si
�lm (�r)elms, (3.43)

where a di↵erent set of radial functions ⌧±�si
�lm are derived by coupling the expressions

for f±�s
�lm and the definition eq.3.38. We construct a 6⇥6 matrix [T�lm] by distributing

di↵erent ⌧±�si
�lm as its elements for specific �, l and m. The structure of the matrix is

defined as below

[T�lm] =

2

64

⇥
T+0
�lm

⇤ ⇥
T+1
�lm

⇤

⇥
T�0
�lm

⇤ ⇥
T�1
�lm

⇤

3

75 , (3.44)
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where T±i
�lm is a 3⇥3 block with its element at �-th row and s-th column being ⌧±�si

�lm .

The explicit expressions for the elements of [T�lm] are listed in the appendix.

Similarly, one can define a 6 component row matrix h↵�lm| as

h↵�lm|= h{↵+
�lm} {↵�

�lm}|, (3.45)

where, {↵±
�lm} is a 3 component subspace with the �-th element being ↵�±

�lm. In that

case, eq.3.37 can be cast into a matrix relation

h↵�lm|[T�lm] = h0|. (3.46)

For non-trivial solutions, h↵�lm| cannot be a null vector. Thus, eq.3.46 can only be

satisfied if one can ensure

Det|[T�lm]|= 0, (3.47)

where Det indicates determinant. We identify eq.3.47 as the characteristic equation

which has to be solved to find the wavelength � in the complex plane for specifc l

and m. As the di↵erent modes with di↵erent l and m are not coupled for concentric

geometry, such isolated evaluation of � for given l and m is possible. Once � is known,

the decay constants and the frequencies for a certain mode can be evaluated from the

real and the imaginary parts of Ca�2.

3.1.5 Block diagonalized matrix structure

The traction matrix [T�lm] in eq.3.44 has a block-diagonal structure. It is to be

noted that s1±�lm and elm1 are psuedo-vectors involving cross products. As a result,

these do not couple with pure vectors like s2±�lm, s
3±
�lm, elm2 and elm3. The similar
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decoupling also exists between pseudo vector ⌧ (i)1±
�lm and pure vector ⌧ (i)2±

�lm , ⌧ (i)3±
�lm .

As a result, [T�lm] has one block which relates ⌧ (i)1±
�lm to elm1 only, and another one

which expresses ⌧ (i)2±
�lm , ⌧ (i)3±

�lm as linear combination of elm2, elm3. The first block

corresponds to the spherically symmetric rotational field. In contrast, the second one

is solely responsible for the deformation in shape of the involved interfaces. We refer

to the former as the rotational block and the latter as deformational one.

The block diagonal structure prompts us to isolate the rotational and deforma-

tional block defined as [R�lm] and [D�lm] by projecting [T�lm]

[R�lm] = [P̃] [T�lm] [P̃]
T , (3.48)

and

[D�lm] = [P] [T�lm] [P]
T . (3.49)

The projection is performed by using the rectangular matrices [P̃] and [P]

h
P̃
i
=

2

64
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

3

75 , (3.50)

and

[P] =

2

66666664

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

3

77777775

. (3.51)

Thus, in order to determine the wavelength � for rotational and deformational modes,
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we solve the following characteristic equations separately

Det [R�lm] = 0, (3.52)

and

Det [D�lm] = 0. (3.53)

We use the method of steepest descent in complex plane to find the roots of � for

eqs.3.52 & 3.53 by locating 0 as the minimum value of the magnitude of the determi-

nant. Then, the frequencies and decay constants for each mode are recovered from �

for specific mode defined by l and m. It is to be noted, however, that the concentric

geometry ensures a degeneracy in m [99], where m does not enter in the character-

istic equation at all. As a result, the wave lengths, frequencies and decay constants

are same for di↵erent m as long as l remains fixed. Thus, we present these desired

quantities for di↵erent l values only.

3.2 Deformation dynamics of bubble-laden viscous drop

In this section, the frequency and decay constant for the most important modes

are computed by the formulation outlined in section 3.1. The analysis considers finite

capillary number Ca representing finite viscous e↵ect. For such systems, the method

of steepest descent as mentioned in section 3.1.5 is used to find the roots of the

complex wave-length � for deformational and rotational modes with l=2, 3.

For a given l, there can be two independent roots of � with both non-zero real

and imaginary parts. There are actually eight such roots in four di↵erent quadrants

of the complex plane. These are, however, mutually related, as six of them can be

obtained from the two located in the first quadrant by reflecting successively at real
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and imaginary axes. This is why, we focus on the roots of � in the first quadrant

with positive real and imaginary parts. These specific �’s are referred as wave-length

for oscillatory modes. It is to be noted that the bubble-laden system has twice as

many of these roots of � compared to the particulate drop. This is understandable

intuitively, as two deformable interfaces provide twice more degrees of freedom in the

current problem compared to the one involving a droplet with an embedded solid

body.

In addition to oscillatory modes, there are infinite number of additional deforma-

tional modes with purely imaginary � implying purely decaying motion without any

oscillation. Similarly, the rotational modes are also infinite in number where all are

always overdamped with purely imaginary �. Apart from the two complex � for os-

cillatory modes, we also locate a few of the imaginary � associated to the consistently

diminishing rotation and deformation. This feature of rotational and deformational

dynamics is common in particulate and bubble-laden systems.

As seen in particulate drop, a concentric geometry implies a degeneracy in m

[124], where m does not enter in the characteristic equation at all. As a result, the

wave lengths, frequencies and decay constants are same for di↵erent m as long as l

remains fixed. Thus, we present these desired quantities for di↵erent l values only.

The modes with l= 2, 3 are analyzed specifically, as these are first two modes with

non-trivial oscillations, and the most relevant ones for interfacial dynamics.

3.2.1 Numerical evaluation of roots for the wave-length

In the numerical computation, we first construct the deformational [D�lm] and ro-

tational [R�lm] blocks defined in eqs.3.48, 3.49. Then, in both cases, the complex roots

of wave-length � are determined by ensuring singular [D�lm] and [R�lm] as suggested
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by eqs.3.52, 3.53.

The steepest descent method finds the most important roots of � with both real

and imaginary parts by minimizing the magnitude of the determinants of [D�lm]. We

identify the direction for maximum decrease in determinants starting from an initial

guess for the complex �. For a known Ca, the initial � is chosen as its obtained root

for the previous value of Ca. In the computation, di↵erence between two consecutive

Ca is 0.0001. This choice guarantees a close proximity between the initial guess of �

and its actual value. As complex exponent ⌦, natural frequency ! and decay constant

⇣ are related to �

i⌦ = �⇣ + i! = Ca�2, (3.54)

these spectral quantities can be evaluated once the wave-length is known.

The described scheme requires known � for vanishing capillary number. Such

results are already available in a prior work [99] where natural frequencies for inviscid

system are obtained. In absence of viscocity, there are two possible natural frequencies

corresponding to a specific l for bubble-laden drop, whereas a particulate one exhibits

only one mode. This is the reason a domain with two free interfaces shows twice as

many oscillating waves compared to the droplet with solid sphere. Our earlier paper

refers the two modes for each l as + and � configurations indicating aligned or

misaligned relative deformation of two interfaces. The same nomenclature is retained

for the present article also.

This previously computed frequencies for inviscid fluid provides the initial guess

for � as per eq.3.54. These initiating values are situated on the line with ⇡/4 phase

in the complex plane causing ⇣ = 0 for Ca= 0. Then, the steepest descent method

explores the entire complex plane to locate two such roots associated to + and �
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configurations for non-zero Ca. For such viscous systems, the + and � roots can be

traced by producing their locus in complex plane with changing Ca beginning from

its 0 value. In other word, for given l, we evolve � along two paths with changing Ca

starting from the two known roots in inviscid problem. This is why we can locate two

di↵erent oscillating modes for each l instead of one root as seen in particulate drop.

The traced paths in the simulation evolve with changing Ca in such a way that

roots of � appear in all four quadrants of the complex plane at symmetric positions.

Only the first quadrant values are, however, identified as the independent ones, be-

cause other roots can be located by simply flipping the signs of the real and imaginary

parts of evaluated �.

The root finding procedure ends when magnitude of Det[D�lm] becomes 10�12

fraction of its value corresponding to the starting guess of �. Thus, it assures that

the relative inaccuracy in evaluated ⌦ is near round-o↵ error.

Beside oscillatory modes, we also locate a few of the purely imaginary roots for �

corresponding to both the deformational and the rotational blocks. There are infinite

number of such roots appearing due to the transcendental nature of the characteristic

relation in eqs.3.52, 3.53. Their purely imaginary values indicate negative definite real

value for i⌦ implying !=0 for a consistently decaying motion without any oscillation.

We find these values by using bi-section methods across successive intervals of ⇣

ensuring determinant of [D�lm] or [R�lm] to be 0.

Phase of all � has to be either between ⇡/4 and 3⇡/4 or between 5⇡/4 and 7⇡/4

so that real part of ⌦ cannot be positive. In this way, any unphysical exponential

increase with time can be eliminated. We check that this required constraint is always

satisfied.
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3.2.2 The oscillatory modes with complex wave-length

In our study, we first focus on the roots of � which have both non-zero real

and imaginary parts. These are the most interesting modes because they exhibit

both oscillation and decay. To understand their spectral behavior, we determine the

frequency ! and the decay constant ⇣ for such waves by relating these to the computed

complex � according to eq.3.54.

In Fig.3.2, we present the frequency ! as function of capillary number Ca for

di↵erent size-ratio ã. The two harmonic modes are considered where the quantum

number l is 2 and 3. Also, both + and � configurations are included in the figure.

If viscous e↵ect is stronger, one expects a slower dynamics resulting into a de-

crease in !. Such behavior is consistent with what seen in a spring-damper-mass

system, where the frequency diminishes with enhanced damping. For bubble-laden

drop, dissipation increases with capillary number. Thus, it is expected that ! should

be a predominantly decaying function of Ca. This feature is confirmed by Fig.3.2 for

both harmonic modes.

For small Ca, it is evident from our earlier work [99] that the frequency for +

configuration should decrease with size-ratio ã. In contrast, the� configuration would

exhibit a reverse trend. Such expected behaviors can also be seen in Fig.3.2.

The curves in Fig.3.2 start from the inviscid value at Ca=0, and decay to 0 at a

critical capillary number. This is the point in the parametric space where the system

changes from underdamped to overdamped condition. Hence, beyond the critical Ca,

there is no oscillatory behavior in the drop indicating an end of the frequency curve.

In Fig.3.3, we present the decay constant ⇣ as function of Ca for three di↵erent

geometries. The results are shown for two harmonic modes with l=2, 3, as well as for
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both + and � configurations. When Ca is below the critical value, the system remains

underdamped. In that case, ⇣ has a single value represented by the solid curves in

Fig.3.3. In contrast, when capillary number exceeds its critical value, the dynamics

transforms to overdamped situation. Under such condition, the curve representing

⇣ splits into two branches shown by dashed and dotted lines. Such branching is

similar to what happens in spring-damper-mass arrangements where two possible

decay constants appear after underdamped to overdamped transition beyond critically

damped motion.

The modes with higher quantum number l generally have higher decay constant.

This is consistent with other previous studies [99], [124].

The decay constant should be larger for more prominent viscous e↵ects, and

should vanish under inviscid condition. Hence, Fig.3.3 reveals increasing trend in ⇣

with increasing Ca starting from 0. After branching beyond critical point, however,

one of the decay constants exhibits a reverse trend which is typical also in a spring-

damper-mass system.

For bubble-laden drop, viscous e↵ect decreases with increasing ã as thinner

medium between two free interfaces reduces relative velocity between fluid layers.

Thus, ⇣ should decrease with increasing ã — a trend which is evident in Fig.3.3.

This feature distinguishes a system with bubble from the particulate domain where

dissipation is larger in thinner film attached to a solid surface causing higher ⇣ for

higher ã.

3.2.3 Geometric dependence of critical capillary number

The discussion on the spectral modes with complex wavelength containing non-

zero real part reveals the critical capillary number as a key parameter which dictates
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the basic nature of the dynamics. One can visualize a pulsating water droplet of

1-mm radius. A similarly sized drop of honey would, however, never exhibit any kind

of natural interfacial oscillation. Such distinction occurs because critical capillary

number determines the transition between underdamped to overdamped vibration,

where the former can have periodic motion in contrast to the latter.

The value of critical capillary number Cacr depends on the size-rato ã. This

means that if the drop of honey is large enough, it can also show naturally pulsating

interface. Conversely, a small enough water droplet can seize to reveal any natural

oscillation. The dependence between Cacr and ã is described in Fig.3.4 for l=2, 3 and

for ± configurations.

The critical capillary number generally decreases with increasing viscous e↵ect.

This trend can be justified by arguing that more significant dissipation causes quicker

transition to over-damped condition. In other word, a geometry prone to more vis-

cous resistance requires smaller Ca to attain the critical point. In a bubble-laden

drop, dissipation enhances with larger film thickness implying smaller ã for + modes

where deformed interfaces are aligned to form a coherent layer. In contrast, the �

mode exhibits the reverse trend. Thus, when ã approaches 1, Cacr tends to 0 for +

configuration, whereas � shows the opposite behavior. These features are same for

both l = 2 and l = 3, where it seems that variation in Cacr is insignificant from one

mode to another.

3.2.4 Imaginary wavelengths for perpetually over-damped deformational modes

The characteristic relations for wave-length in eqs.3.52, 3.53 are transcendental

in nature according to the general formulation in section 3.1 implying infinite number

of roots for �. In contrast, the polynomial characteristic equation for inviscid problem
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produces only two roots in each quadrant of the complex plane at reflectionally sym-

metric positions. Thus, we cannot find more than two independent solutions for � by

tracing its evolution in complex plane with increasing Ca starting from the inviscid

value.

A di↵erent set of infinite number of roots for � can be seen along the imaginary

axis of the complex plane. These are indexed as �n for the n-th member of the set

arranged by their increasing magnitude. A purely imaginary � implies a real negative

i⌦ for which motion decays consistently. As capillary number is factored in, �n does

not depend on Ca, . The decay constants derived from �n are, however, proportional

to Ca.

Di↵erent �n’s are separated by significant deviations. From simple trigonometric

relations one can conclude �n should vary approximately as i⇡n/(1� ã) for large n.

Thus, we introduce a new parameter �̃Dn where expected approximation for the large

n is subtracted from �n leaving only a residual geometric dependence

i�̃Dn = �n � in⇡/(1� ã). (3.55)

We predict that though �n’s for di↵erent n are well separated, curves representing �̃dn

with unequal n should cluster together.

In Fig.3.5, we plot �̃dn as a function of size-ratio for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 after locating

these on the imaginary axis in the complex plane by using bisection methods to solve

the deformational characteristic relation in eqs.3.52, 3.53. The curves corroborate the

clustering prediction by nearly collapsing on each other. When size-ratio is between

0 to 0.5, �̃dn is of the order of unity. However, when ã ! 1, �̃dn starts to increase

dramatically manifesting higher dissipation in thinner liquid film for such waves. The
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curves have more or less similar characteristics for mode l = 2 and l = 3.

3.2.5 Imaginary wavelengths for rotational modes

The rotational component of the characteristic relation in eqs.3.52, 3.53 is also

transcendental in nature like its deformational part. Thus, there should be infinite

number of possible wave-lengths for the rotational modes just like what is seen for

deformations discussed in section 3.2.4. It is to be noted that rotating fields with

velocity tangential to spherical surfaces cannot have a non-trivial inviscid solution, as

surface slip allows relative motion between the solid and the liquid at their interface.

As a result, these flows never show a complex root for � where non-zero real part

exists. Thus, such motions are purely decaying without any oscillation. This fact can

be explained intuitively also by recognizing that fluid displaced on a sphere retains

the spherical shape precluding any restoring features of surface tension at a distorted

contour.

Accordingly, the roots for the rotational block in eqs.3.52, 3.53 are located only

on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. We identify these specific values by using

bisection method in successive intervals.

Our computation focuses on the first four roots among the infinite number of

possible ones. In order to distinguish these from �n, we name the n-th element in

this infinite set as �Rn arranged in the increasing order of their magnitude.

Like �n, �Rn also has similar approximate form for large n. So we construct

i�̃Rn = �Rn � in⇡/(1� ã) (3.56)

by subtracting the expected value from �Rn to ensure small variation in the remaining
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residue with di↵erent n. In other word, the residue �̃Rn in eq.3.56 is expected to have

small deviations from mode to mode.

We present �̃Rn as function of size-ratio in Fig.3.6 for l = 2, 3 and n = 1, 2, 3, 4. As

predicted, the curves are all clustered together with a small deviation between them.

Like �̃Dn , the magnitude of �̃Rn varies from order unity to large value, as ã changes

from 0 to 1. Thus, we can conclude similar nature between the spectral quantities of

perpetually overdamped deformational and rotational modes.

3.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we describe a general analysis to find the natural frequency and

decay constant spectra for interfacial pulsation of a bubble-laden viscous drop. In

the formulation, a complete set of basis solutions for hydrodynamic fields is key to

find the frequency and the decay spectra. We enforce the boundary conditions in this

formulation by constructing a matrix formalism involving the unknown amplitudes

of the basis functions. Then, the roots of the resulting characteristic equation pro-

vides the wavelength, frequency and damping constant for a specific mode defined by

quantum number l of spherical harmonics Ylm.

For finite capillary number, basis solution based approach is probably the most

convenient means to compute the frequency and the decay spectra. The obtained

matrices have a block diagonal structure decoupling deformational block with pure

vectors and rotational block with pseudo-vectors. Hence, there are uncoupled defor-

mational and rotational modes, where the former group distorts the spherical surface

in contrast to the shape retaining latter ones.

Among deformational modes, there are two classes of modes. The first one of

these can be either over-damped or under-damped depending on whether the capillary
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number is over a critical value or not. These modes have wave-lengths with both real

and imaginary parts which yield both frequency and decay constant in under-damped

situation or two di↵erent damping coe�cients in over-damped systems. There are,

however, two such waves for each quantum number l corresponding to + and �

configurations. In contrast, the second group has infinite number of possible wave-

lengths which are purely imaginary numbers. Such spectra correspond to consistently

decaying motion without any oscillation.

All rotational modes also have purely imaginary wave-length implying consis-

tently decaying motion without any oscillation. It is expected from a shape retaining

velocity field along the spherical surface, because the fluid cannot pulsate in absence

of the restoring capillary e↵ect at a distorted non-spherical interface.

Our computed results include relevant spectral quantities for both kind of de-

formational waves as well as consistently decaying rotational modes. For the first

kind of deformations, the natural frequencies and the decay constants are presented

as function of capillary number and size-ratio for two quantum number l = 2, 3. The

frequency becomes 0 when Ca reaches its critical value Cacr. At that point, the decay

constant curves split into two segments revealing two possible values. We also plotted

Cacr as function of ã to identify when under-damped to over-damped transition hap-

pens. For all other remaining modes, the magnitude of the imagianary wave-lengths

are shown as functions of ã as these do not depend on Ca. These wave-lengths are

denoted as �n or �Rn where n represents the n-th element of the set of roots arranged

in ascending order of their magnitude. When the approximate value of �n or �Rn for

large n is subtracted, the residues show insignificant deviation between di↵erent n

grouping the corresponding curves in a compact cluster.
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The study reveals that spectral features vary significantly with system parameters

like size-ratio and capillary number. It is expected that the fundamental character-

istics of these quantities would change substantially if the embedded species changes

with a solid particle replacing the bubble. Thus, if the frequencies and decay constants

of the dynamics can be measured experimentally, a proper inversion technique can

predict the size, type and number of the components inside a multiphase drop. This

technique can be an useful method to characterize complex multi-species entities.
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Figure 3.2. Natural frequency ! in viscous system is plotted as a function of capillary
number Ca for l = 3 (top) and l = 2 (bottom) with size-ratio ã = 0.8 (solid line),ã =
0.6 (dash-dot line), ã = 0.5 (dashed line) and ã = 0.3 (dotted line). [plus mode- thick
line, minus mode- thin line]
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Figure 3.3. Decay constant ⇣ is presented as a function of capillary number Ca for
l = 2 (left panel figures) and l = 3 (right panel figures) with size-ratio ã = 0.3 (top
row), ã = 0.5 (middle row) and ã = 0.8 (bottom row). Here, solid tick line indicates
minus mode, whereas the thin line represent the plus mode.
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Figure 3.4. Critical capillary number Cacr is shown as a function of size-ratio ã for
l = 2 (top) and l = 3 (bottom).[solid line- minus mode, dashed line- plus mode]
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Figure 3.5. First four roots associated with the deformational characteristic equation
as a function of ã is shown here for l = 2 (top) and l = 3 (bottom).[root 1- solid line,
root 2- dashed line, root 3- dash dotted line, root 4- dotted line]
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Figure 3.6. First four roots associated with the rotational characteristic equation as
a function of ã is shown here for l = 2 (top) and l = 3 (bottom).[root 1- solid line,
root 2- dashed line, root 3- dash dotted line, root 4- dotted line]
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CHAPTER 4

HIGHER ORDER BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

This chapter presents a singular perturbation technique to quantify the e↵ect of

viscous dissipation on the spectral quantities for interfacial dynamics of multiphase

drops under low capillary number limit. We consider two di↵erent systems, where

the internal species inside the liquid is either a solid particle or a gaseous bubble.

The inviscid problem discussed in chapter 2 involves first-order flow equation.

In contrast, the viscous flow formulation describes in chapter 3 is inherently second

order in nature. This reduction in di↵erential order prompts us to consider Boundary

layer theory under finite but low capillary number limit implying small but non-zero

viscous e↵ect. The crucial di↵erence in spectral quantities between particulate and

bubble-laden systems is the fact that the number of modes are twice as many in the

latter compared to the former. This distinction is further investigated in this chapter

using boundary layer analysis.

For the perturbative analysis, we need inviscid flow solutions for both particulate

and bubble-laden domains. This is why, we provide the inviscid analysis for the first

system in this chapter. For the second system, however, the necessary results are

already available in a prior article from our research group [99]. This dissertation

simply imports the calculated quantities from the earlier paper.

In both cases, we compare the results obtained from both boundary layer theory

and general viscous analysis with matrix formulations. For bubble-laden drops, the

general matrix formalism has been already discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis. Thus,

for such systems, two sets of results are obtained by the algorithm developed in the
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course of my doctoral work. For droplets with embedded solids, however, I have

computed only one set of values using the asymptotic perturbation. My collaborator

Bo Liu has provided the other benchmark findings for particulate dynamics [124]

applying a general method analogous to the one presented in chapter 3. I have simply

incorporated his results in the comparative study to corroborate my boundary layer

theory in presence of solid-liquid interface.

Accordingly, this chapter is organized in the following way. In section 4.1, we

describe a higher order boundary layer theory for a particulate drop when the capillary

number is small but finite. Section 4.2 presents comparison corroborating two sets of

findings from general analysis and boundary layer theory of a particulate system. In

section 4.3, another novel boundary layer theory is discussed for a bubble-laden drop

under low capillary number limit leading to another comparative study. Finally, the

chapter is summarized, and the conclusions are drawn in section 4.4.

4.1 Boundary-layer theory for particulate system under low capillary number limit

In this section, we present a boundary layer analysis as an alternative approach

to find frequencies and decay constants under low capillary number limit. In such

condition, the velocity field is essentially a potential flow far away from the two

interfaces. Then, the viscous e↵ect only matters near the particle surface and the

drop boundary. Accordingly, one can consider two separate inner regions in the

vicinity of these surfaces and an outer region deep inside the domain so that a singular

perturbation technique can calculate the desired quantities as power series expansions

of Ca.

The aforementioned power series requires identification of the scaling factor which

can be used to renormalize the non-dimensional spatial coordinates defined as the
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independent variables for inner region. The subsequent strategy is to design a renor-

malization so that the capillary number disappears in the leading order of the original

governing relation eqs.3.10, 3.11. We recognize that this is possible if we define

r̄j = (r � ãj) /
p
Ca, (4.1)

where j is either 0 or 1 depending on whether it is near the outer surface at r= ã0=1

or the solid-liquid interface at r= ã1 = ã, respectively. The respective renormalized

coordinates in radial directions for two such inner regions are r̄j which become 0 at

r=aj and vary to 1 for a very small change in r. As a result, eqs.3.10, 3.11 transforms

into the following boundary layer equation with viscous term su�ciently significant:

@2s

@t2
=�rp+


@2

@r̄2j
+
p
Ca

2

aj

@

@r̄j
+O(Ca)

�
@s

@t
,


@

@r̄j
+
p
Ca

2

aj
+O(Ca)

�
sr+

p
Cars·ss=0,

(4.2)

where sr is radial displacement, and ss is the projection of s on the spherical surface.

4.1.1 Inner and outer expansions

The rescaling of the radial coordinate in eq.4.1 suggests that the relevant fields

and parameters should be expanded in power series of
p
Ca. Accordingly, we consider

an outer expansion for the interior of the fluid bulk and two inner expansions for

regions near two boundaries. This adheres to the standard procedure for singular

perturbation.

Thus, we consider outer expansions for all relevant dependent variables which

include radial and tangential components of displacement denoted by sr and ss as
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well as pressure p. These quantities are described as

ss = exp(i⌦t)
h
ss0(r,�) +

p
Ca ss 1

2
(r,�) + Ca ss1(r,�) + Ca

3
2 ss 3

2
(r,�) + . . .

i
, (4.3)

sr = exp(i⌦t)
h
sr0(r,�) +

p
Ca sr 1

2
(r,�) + Ca sr1(r,�) + Ca

3
2 sr 3

2
(r,�) + . . .

i
, (4.4)

and

p = exp(i⌦t)
h
p0(r,�) +

p
Ca p 1

2
(r,�) + Ca p1(r,�) + Ca

3
2 p 3

2
(r,�) + . . .

i
. (4.5)

Here, sri, ssi and pi are the i-th terms of the expansions for the respective variables,

whereas � denotes the set of two spherical coordinates (✓,�) on the surface of the

sphere. Also, the exponent in the exponential time-dependence is a complex number

related to the wave-length � defined in eqs.3.14,3.15.

i⌦ = �⇣ + i! = Ca�2, (4.6)

with ⇣ and ! being the decay constants and the natural frequencies.

In conjunction to eqs.4.3—4.5, two inner regions require two additional expan-

sions for the same quantities. Both expansions are represented combinedly below:

s(j)s =exp(i⌦t)
h
s(j)s0 (̄rj,�) +

p
Ca s(j)

s 1
2

(̄rj,�) + Ca s(j)s1 (̄rj,�) + Ca
3
2 s(j)

s 3
2

(̄rj,�) +. . .
i
,

(4.7)

s(j)r =exp(i⌦t)
h
s(j)r0 (̄rj,�) +

p
Ca s(j)

r 1
2

(̄rj,�) + Ca s(j)r1 (̄rj,�) + Ca
3
2 s(j)

r 3
2

(̄rj,�) +. . .
i
,

(4.8)
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and

p(j)=exp(i⌦t)
h
p(j)0 (̄rj,�) +

p
Ca p(j)1

2

(̄rj,�) + Ca p(j)1 (̄rj,�) + Ca
3
2 p(j)3

2

(̄rj,�) +. . .
i
,

(4.9)

where, s(j)ri , s
(j)
si and p(j)i are the i-th terms of the respective expansions in the j-th

region which is either 0 or 1 indicating position near outer boundary or the solid-

liquid interface. The temporal dependence remains the same between inner and

outer regions as these represent multiple scales in spatial domains, not in temporal

variations.

We use eqs.4.3–4.5 in eqs.3.10,3.11 to derive an hierarchy of relations involving

sri, ssi and pi for di↵erent orders of
p
Ca. Similarly, eqs.4.7–4.9 are substituted in

eq.4.2 to describe s(j)ri , s
(j)
si and p(j)i starting from i=0. In both cases, the exponent ⌦

is also expanded

⌦ = ⌦0 +
p
Ca⌦ 1

2
+ Ca⌦1 + Ca

3
2 ⌦ 3

2
+ . . . , (4.10)

so that the modification of ⇣ and ! with Ca can be captured as below

⇣ = ⇣0 +
p
Ca⇣ 1

2
+ Ca⇣1 + Ca

3
2 ⇣ 3

2
+ . . . , (4.11)

and

! = !0 +
p
Ca! 1

2
+ Ca!1 + Ca

3
2! 3

2
+ . . . . (4.12)

We intend to find ⇣i and !i by matching the outer solutions with the corresponding

inner fields in the respective regions. As a result, one can independently determine

the alteration in decay constants and frequencies with change in small values of cap-
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illary number. We will compare these independently obtained results with the values

calculated by the general methodology outlined in our earlier work [124].

4.1.2 Leading order outer solutions

In our boundary layer theory, the leading order outer solutions for the displace-

ment and the pressure field are obtained first. When, eqs.4.3–4.5 along with eq.4.10

are substituted in eqs.3.10 & 3.10, inviscid flow relations describing s0 and p0 for the

outer region are derived:

�⌦2
0s0 = �rp0, (4.13)

and

r · s0 = 0. (4.14)

We also know the leading order decay ⇣0 = 0 in absence of viscous terms making

⌦0=!0.

The potential solution for eqs.4.13 & 4.14 can be expressed in a concise matrix

form:

ss0 = �hf(r)|↵0irYlm, (4.15)

sr0 = �hg(r)|↵0iYlm, (4.16)

and

p0 = �!2
0hf(r)|↵0iYlm. (4.17)

Here, |↵0i is a 2-element constant column matrix representing the amplitudes of the

regular and the singular fields. The radial dependence in the functions is represented
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by

hf(r)|= {rl r�l�1}, (4.18)

and

hg(r)|= @

@r
hf(r)|, (4.19)

which are 1⇥ 2 row matrices.

These matrices are used to enforce the boundary conditions at the external pe-

riphery and the solid-liquid interface. The discontinuity condition in traction due to

surface tension at the outer surface is expressed as

⌧ = �
�
p0 + 2sr0 +r2

ssr0
�
|@r=1 = 0. (4.20)

In contrast, the no-penetration constraint at the particle is given by sr0=0 at r= ã,

where tangential no-slip is ignored for inviscid flow. These boundary conditions are

cast into the matrix form with the help of the following relations:

p0|@r=1 = �!2
0hf(1)|↵0iYlm, (4.21)

p0|@r=ã = �!2
0hf(ã)|↵0iYlm, (4.22)

ss0|@r=1 = �hf(1)|↵0irYlm, (4.23)

ss0|@r=ã = �hf(ã)|↵0irYlm, (4.24)

sr0|@r=1 = �hg(1)|↵0iYlm, (4.25)
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and

sr0|@r=ã = �hg(ã)|↵0iYlm. (4.26)

Accordingly, the respective boundary conditions transform into matrix relations

�
!2
0hf(1)|�

�
l2 + l � 2

�
hg(1)|

�
|↵0i = 0. (4.27)

and

hg(ã)|↵0i = 0. (4.28)

One can combine eqs.4.27 and 4.28 in a single relation

[M1] |↵0i,= |0i (4.29)

where [M1] is a square matrix

[M1] =

2

64
!2
0hf(1)|�(l2 + l � 2)hg(1)|

hg(ã)|

3

75 , (4.30)

with each row corresponds to one of the boundary conditions.

The column of amplitudes |↵0i cannot be trivial. Hence, !0 has to be such that

Det[M1] = 0. (4.31)

Thus, we construct [M1], and solve eq.4.31 to find !0. As a result, pulsation frequen-

cies for di↵erent modes under inviscid condition can be determined.
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4.1.3 Leading order Boundary-layer analysis

When the expansions in eqs.4.7–4.9 and 4.10 are used in governing relation eq.4.2

for boundary layer, the leading order radial displacement can be described by the

leading order continuity
@sjr0
@r̄j

= 0. (4.32)

This means sjr0 should be two respective constants for two boundary layers

sjr0 = sr0|@r=aj
(4.33)

yield,

s0r0 = sr0|@r=1 (4.34)

and

s1r0 = 0, (4.35)

where we assume both s0r0 and s1r0 have to match the respective outer field solutions.

Similarly, leading order momentum equation along the radial direction assumes

the following form when field expansions in boundary layer are considered:

@pj0
@r̄j

= 0. (4.36)

Thus, leading order pressure also becomes constant like sjr0 inside both boundary

layers. The respective values in both regions are given as

pj0 = p0|@r=aj
= �!2

0hf(aj)|↵0iYlm, (4.37)
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considering matching between the inner and the outer regions.

Leading order momentum equation in the direction tangential to the spherical

surface, however, has a relatively complicated form:

�!2
0s

j
s0 = � 1

aj
(rrs) p

j
0 + i!0

@2

@r̄2j
sjs0 = !2

0hf(aj)|↵0irsYlm + i!0
@2

@r̄2j
sjs0, (4.38)

where eq.4.37 is exploited to get the ultimate form without pj0. Its solution is

sjs0 = �hf(aj)|↵0irsYlm + aj+
0 exp

�p
i!0r̄j

�
+ aj�

0 exp
�
�
p
i!0r̄j

�
, (4.39)

where
p
i means the root with positive real part. This involves a radially invariant

particular integral and two homogeneous solutions in the form of exponential functions

with aj±
0 being their amplitudes. The two exponential functions in eq.4.39 have

contrasting characteristics — when one approaches to 1, the other vanishes. To

ensure finite hydrodynamics fields in the fluid domain, s0s0 has to be finite for r̄0 < 0,

whereas s1s0 has to be finite for r̄1 > 0. Thus, the functions with exponential increase

in the respective regions should not contribute in sjs0. Thus, we conclude that a0�
0 =

a1+
0 = 0 in eq.4.39.

The remaining constants a0+
0 and a1�

0 have to be evaluated by matching the

tangential displacements in outer and inner regions at r̄j=0. Among these two, a0+
0 =

0, because the involved particular integral in eq.4.39 is precisely same as ss0 at r=

a0=1 making s0s0 independent of radial coordinate. The only non-zero amplitude a1�
0

is determined by considering zero displacement on the particle surface. Accordingly,

we find

a1�
0 = hf(ã)|↵0irsYlm, (4.40)
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so that

s1s0 = �hf(ã)|↵0irsYlm

h
1� exp{�(1 + i)

p
!0/2 r̄1}

i
. (4.41)

Hence, we can compute all relevant leading order inner solutions in the boundary

layers.

4.1.4 Half-order outer solutions

The next order corrections in the fields provide the change in the quantities due to

small capillary number. We refer this order as ”half order”, because the contributions

would be proportional to Ca1/2.

The momentum equation in the outer region for half order is

2!0⌦ 1
2
s0 + !2

0s 1
2
= rp 1

2
. (4.42)

Also, the half order continuity equation is

r · s 1
2
= 0. (4.43)

The field solutions for these equations are

p 1
2
= �!2

0hf(r)|↵ 1
2
iYlm, (4.44)

ss 1
2
=

"
�hf(r)|↵ 1

2
i+

2⌦ 1
2

!0
hf(r)|↵0i

#
rYlm, (4.45)

and

sr 1
2
=

"
�hg(r)|↵ 1

2
i+

2⌦ 1
2

!0
hg(r)|↵0i

#
Ylm, (4.46)
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where |↵ 1
2
i represents the amplitudes for regular and singular solutions as elements

of a 2-dimensional column like |↵0i.

The two unknown amplitudes in |↵ 1
2
i are to be calculated from the known stress

discontinuity at the external surface and the no-penetration constraint at the solid-

liquid interface. The first of the boundary conditions at r=1

⇣
p 1

2
+ 2sr 1

2
+r2

ssr 1
2

⌘
|@r=1 = 0 (4.47)

renders the following matrix relation

!0[� !2
0hf(1)|+ (l2 + l � 2)hg(1)|]|↵ 1

2
i � 2⌦ 1

2
(l2 + l � 2)hg(1)|↵0i = 0. (4.48)

The no-penetration condition at r= ã, however, has to be accounted for after inclu-

sion of the next order boundary layer presented in the subsequent subsection. Such

shu✏ing in mathematical steps has not been needed in the previous order, because

leading order boundary layer continuity relation does not have a source term appear-

ing from a previous order. In contrast, the non-trivial particular integral from half

order mass balance equation in boundary layer near r= ã necessitates its inclusion in

the interfacial velocity as described in the following analysis.

4.1.5 Continuity relation for half-order Boundary-layer

The main goal of our boundary layer analysis is to find the leading order variation

in frequencies and decay constants due to small but finite capillary number. Thus,

we intend to evaluate ⌦ 1
2
so that ! 1

2
and ⇣ 1

2
can be determined. For this purpose,

the analysis needs only half-order continuity relation especially in the inner region
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corresponding to the no-penetration surface. This is why we only focus on the mass

balance equation for this order without considering momentum balance. However, if

one wants to include further corrections with even higher orders of Ca in the desired

quantities, the solutions of the entire system of equations are to be obtained.

The half-order continuity equation is

@sj
r 1
2

@r̄j
+

1

aj
(rrs) · sjs0 +

2

aj
sjr0 = 0. (4.49)

We concentrate on the region with j = 1 corresponding to solid-liquid interface, for

which mass balance expression can be simplified considering s1r0 = 0. Also, we use

the explicit expression for s1s0 from eq.4.41 in eq.4.49. Then, the solution to eq.4.49

becomes,

s1r 1
2
= l(l + 1)hf(ã)|↵0iYlm

✓
1

⌫ã2
� 1

⌫ã2
e�⌫r̄1 � r̄1

ã2

◆
, (4.50)

where the constant ⌫ is the complex number (1 + i)
p
!0/2 appeared in eq.4.41. In

eq.4.50, the no-penetration at the particle surface is accounted for by ensuring s1
r 1
2
=0

at r̄1=0.

The matching condition between the inner and outer region for half-order fields

near solid-liquid interface is the following

Limr̄1!1s11
2
= r̄1

@sr0
@r

|@r=ã + sr 1
2
|@r=ã. (4.51)

We recognize that at r= ã

@sr0
@r

=Ylm
@

@r
hg(r)|↵0i=

Ylm
ã2

[2ãhg(̃a)|↵0i�l(l+1)hf (̃a)|↵0i]=�l(l+1)
Ylm
ã2

hf (̃a)|↵0i, (4.52)
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where hg(ã)|↵0i = 0 according to eq.4.28 allows crucial simplification. Thus, incor-

porating eqs.4.46, 4.50 and 4.52 in eq.4.51, one finds

l(l + 1)

⌫ã2
hf(ã)|↵0i = �hg(ã)|↵ 1

2
i+

2⌦ 1
2

!0
hg(ã)|↵0i. (4.53)

Such matching relation along with eq.4.48 completes the analysis to compute ⌦ 1
2
.

We can combine eqs.4.48 and 4.53 in matrix form

�[M1]|↵ 1
2
i �

2⌦ 1
2

!0
[M2]|↵0i = [T1]|↵0i (4.54)

where, the singular matrix [M1] is already defined in eq.4.30, and

[M2] =

2

64
(l2 + l � 2)hg(1)|

�hg(ã)|

3

75 , (4.55)

and

[T1] =

2

64
0

l(l+1)
⌫ã2 hf(ã)|

3

75 . (4.56)

Then, we construct the row eigen vector h�0| corresponding to the 0 eigen value of

singular [M1]. When eq.4.54 is contracted with h�0|, unknown amplitude |↵ 1
2
i is

eliminated, and ⌦ 1
2
can be evaluated

⌦ 1
2
= �!0h�0|[T1]|↵0i

2h�0|[M2]|↵0i
. (4.57)

The frequency ! 1
2
and the decay constants ⇣ 1

2
can be obtained from evaluated ⌦ 1

2
as

its real and imaginary parts according to eqs.4.6, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12.
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4.2 Comparative results corroborating general analysis and boundary layer theory

of the particulate system

In this section, we analyze systems with low capillary number using both general

mathematical formulation presented in our earlier work [124] and boundary layer

theory discussed in section 4.1. Thus, for same geometry and conditions, two sets

of results are produced by the two independent approaches. The purpose of such

comparative studies are twofold. Firstly, an agreement between two sets of findings

would validate both methods. Secondly, the evaluated quantities would provide the

physical insight into the spectral dependence on geometry and capillary number.

In the entire study, we focus on the modes corresponding to quantum number

l=2 and l=3, because these are the most prominent interfacial pulsations. It is to

be noted that l=1 does not provide any oscillation, because it corresponds to either

an uninteresting overall translation of the entire system or a monotonically decaying

relative displacement of the particle. This is why it is well understood that frequency

for l=1 should be 0 [99]. Our mathematical formulation reproduces this well-known

result. Also, di↵erent modes with same l but di↵erent m are not studied separately,

because azimuthal invariance of concentrically placed spherical interfaces ensures the

frequencies and decays for all these waves would be exactly the same.

4.2.1 Natural frequencies of oscillation for inviscid system

The starting point for numerical implementation of both general formulation in

our earlier work [124] and boundary layer theory in section 4.1 is the same. In both

cases, we have to first evaluate the frequency of oscillation for a given size-ratio ã

under inviscid condition.

We obtain the inviscid frequency defined as !0 in eqs.4.11 & 4.12 by solving
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eq.4.31 which is the characteristic equation involving the matrix [M1] in eq.4.30. If

!0 is a solution, �!0 also has to be another root, though we only consider the one

with the positive value as the independent frequency. In absence of viscous e↵ects,

there should not be any decaying feature in the wave. As a result, roots for !0 in

eq.4.31 should be always real indicating a non-dissipating oscillations. The computed

!0 satisfies this expected physical behavior.

We plot !0 for l=2, 3 as functions of the size-ratio ã in Fig.4.1. The frequency

is higher for higher l which has been seen in the prior studies also. As ã increases,

!0 decreases. This happens because with increasing size-ratio of the particle the

system exhibits more solid-like rigidity by diminishing the frequency of oscillation.

In a limiting case of very thin liquid film with ã ! 1, !0 is expected to be 0. Such

behavior is evident in Fig.4.1.

4.2.2 Leading order viscous e↵ect on frequency and damping

In the general formulation mentioned in our earlier work [124], we construct the

deformational block [D�lm], and solve for complex wave-length � by ensuring singular

[D�lm] in the system. We use the method of steepest descent in the complex plane

to find � where the magnitude of the determinant is minimized by tracing a path

of maximum decrease starting from an initial guess for the complex wave-length.

For a given capillary number, the initial � is chosen as its obtained root for the

previous value of Ca. In the computation, di↵erence between two consecutive Ca is

0.0001. This guarantees a close proximity between the initial guess of � and its actual

value. The solution scheme necessitates an easy determination of � for Ca=0. The

computed frequency !0 for inviscid system su�ces this requirement by providing � as

these two are related according to eq.4.6. Conversely, the same relation eq.4.6 is also
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used to recover ⌦ from �, when the steepest descent technique ultimately calculates

the latter. The roots of � appear in all four quadrants of the complex plane at

symmetric positions, though the first quadrant value is taken as the independent one.

The wavelength has to have a phase either between ⇡/4 and 3⇡/4 or between 5⇡/4

and 7⇡/4 so that real part of ⌦ cannot be positive. In this way, any unphysical

exponential increase with time can be eliminated. We check that the phase always

satisfies the required constraint. The root finding procedure ends when magnitude of

Det[D�lm] becomes 10�12 fraction of its value corresponding to the starting guess of

�. Thus, it assures the relative inaccuracy in evaluated ⌦ is near round-o↵ error.

In the boundary layer theory, the column |↵0i, the row h�0|, and the matrices

[M2], [T1] are constructed first as per their definitions given in section 4.1. Then, with

known !0 from inviscid calculation, eq.4.57 is used to find ⌦ 1
2
.

The computed ⌦ 1
2
has a phase of ⇡/4 with same real and imaginary parts making

! 1
2
=⇣ 1

2
. We also recover the analogous value for ⌦ 1

2
from the general formulation by

subtracting !0 from ⌦ evaluated at Ca = 0.0001 and then by dividing the di↵erence

by
p
Ca=0.01. We find that ⌦ 1

2
obtained from the general method also has a phase

of ⇡/4. Thus, in both cases, the frequency contribution ! 1
2
defines ⌦ 1

2
completely.

In Fig.4.2, ! 1
2
computed from the general methodology is presented as function

of the size-ratio ã for l=2, 3 as continuous line curves. In the same figure, we also plot

! 1
2
evaluated from boundary layer theory for l=2, 3 as functions of the size-ratio ã,

where the data is represented as distinctly separated points. The results reveal exact

matching between two approaches, where the points from the boundary layer theory

perfectly coincides with the lines from the general formulation. Such corroboration

between two totally independent methods validates both.
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The results in Fig.4.2 indicates that ! 1
2
has a very small value for small particles.

The reason behind such behavior is the fact that in absence of the solid surface

the half-order contributions disappear. This is why ! 1
2
is a consistently increasing

function of ã.

4.3 Boundary-layer theory for bubble-laden drop with small capillary number de-

formations

Under small but finite capillary number limit, one can formulate a boundary

layer theory to independently reproduce the frequency and the decay spectra already

obtained in chapter 3 using the general matrix analysis. As seen in case of a particle-

laden drop, a bubble-laden system should also exhibit a corroboration between two

sets of results computed by the perturbation method and the matrix formalism. In the

process, the comparative study would provide a mutual validation of two approaches

as well as reveal the asymptotic behavior of the spectral quantities.

Any singular perturbation method like boundary layer is essentially a three-step

analysis. We provide its brief outline to highlight the commonality in the calculations

for the bubble-laden drop and the particulate system discussed in our earlier work

[124].

Boundary layer theory is a multiscale analysis, where one has to first identify

two separate sets of regions referred as the inner and the outer ones. These are

distinguished by at least one rescaled independent variable designed in such a way

that the most important subdominant e↵ect in one domain becomes prominent in

other. In our specific problem, this is possible if we define a new transformed radial
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co-ordinate similarly seen in section 4.1 for two inner domains near two interfaces

r̄j = (r � ãj) /
p
Ca. (4.58)

Here, j is either 0 or 1 depending on whether it is near the external surface at

r= ã0=1 or the solid-liquid interface at r= ã1= ã, respectively. Two corresponding

renormalized radial variables r̄0 and r̄1 become 0 at r= ãj and vary to 1 for a very

small change in r. This step is exactly same in particulate and bubble-laden systems.

In both cases, the outer domain far from both peripheries retains the original form of

the governing equations 3.10 & 3.11. However, the small viscous e↵ect in 3.10 & 3.11

becomes predominant near interfaces, when 3.10 & 3.11 transforms into the following

boundary layer equation similar to the one seen in section 4.1, using eq.4.58:

@2s

@t2
=�rp+


@2

@r̄2j
+
p
Ca

2

aj

@

@r̄j
+O(Ca)

�
@s

@t
, (4.59)

and 
@

@r̄j
+
p
Ca

2

aj
+O(Ca)

�
sr+

p
Cars·ss=0, (4.60)

where sr is the radial displacement, and ss is the projection of s perpendicular to

radius.

The second step in the analysis is consideration of two kinds of expansions of the

relevant dependent variables in outer and inner regions as the power series of a small

parameter. The rescaling of the radial coordinate in eq.4.58 suggests that the relevant

fields and parameters should be expanded in power series of
p
Ca. Accordingly, we
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propose the outer expansion to be

q = exp(i⌦t)
h
q0(r,�) +

p
Ca q 1

2
(r,�) + Ca q1(r,�) + Ca

3
2 q 3

2
(r,�) + . . .

i
, (4.61)

where q can be any of the dependent variables from the set of the radial deformation

sr, tangential displacement vector on spherical surface ss and pressure p. In the

expression, the subscript i denotes the i-th terms of the expansions for the respective

variables. Similarly, the expansions for two inner regions are represented combinedly

below:

q(j)=exp(i⌦t)
h
q(j)0 (̄rj,�) +

p
Ca q(j)1

2

(̄rj,�) + Ca q(j)1 (̄rj,�) + Ca
3
2 q(j)3

2

(̄rj,�) +. . .
i
,

(4.62)

with q being any possible dependent variables as mentioned before. The subscript

i and superscript j stand for the i-th terms of the respective expansions in the j-

th region which is either 0 or 1 indicating position near the outer boundary or the

solid-liquid interface. For both inner and outer expansions, � denotes the set of two

spherical coordinates (✓,�) on the surface of the sphere. Also, the complex exponent

⌦ in the exponential time-dependence is related to the wave-length � in eq.3.54. In

the perturbation analysis, ⌦ is also expanded

⌦ = ⌦0 +
p
Ca⌦ 1

2
+ Ca⌦1 + Ca

3
2 ⌦ 3

2
+ . . . , (4.63)

so that the modification of ⇣ and ! with Ca can be captured as below

⇣ = ⇣0 +
p
Ca⇣ 1

2
+ Ca⇣1 + Ca

3
2 ⇣ 3

2
+ . . . , (4.64)
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and

! = !0 +
p
Ca! 1

2
+ Ca!1 + Ca

3
2! 3

2
+ . . . . (4.65)

Our main goal is to find the most prominent non-trivial correction ⇣i and !i.

The desired results are determined in the third step which is problem specific

and the most involved component of the analysis. At this point, the original field

equation eqs.3.10 & 3.11 for the outer region as well as the transformed boundary

layer relation eqs.4.59 & 4.60 are expanded in
p
Ca after replacing the dependent

variables by their respective expansions. Consequently, one can derive a heirarchy

of equations corresponding to di↵erent expansion order i. Our subsequent discussion

outlines how to extract the asymptotic behavior of spectral quantities like ! and ⇣

from these relations for a bubble-laden drop. We will compare the obtained result in

contrast to the known findings for particulate systems.

4.3.1 Leading order outer and inner solutions

Leading order expression corresponding to i=0 in eqs.3.10 & 3.11 for the outer

region renders a relation for incompressible potential flow. Accordingly, we find

�!2
0s0 = �rp0, (4.66)

and

r · s0 = 0, (4.67)

where viscous e↵ect is ignored for small Ca. As a result, we expect that the leading

order decay ⇣0=0 making ⌦0=!0. As the potential flow relation is exactly same as

particulate system, we import the earlier solution for our present problem in matrix
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form:

p0 = �!2
0hf(r)|↵0iYlm, (4.68)

ss0 = �hf(r)|↵0irYlm, (4.69)

and

sr0 = �hg(r)|↵0iYlm. (4.70)

Here, |↵0i is a 2-element column matrix representing the constant amplitudes of the

regular and the singular fields. The radial dependence in the functions is given by

hf(r)|= {rl r�l�1}, (4.71)

and

hg(r)|= @

@r
hf(r)|, (4.72)

which are 1⇥ 2 row matrices.

The present analysis for bubble-laden drop starts to depart from the particulate

system from the next step where the leading order boundary layer solutions are cal-

culated. When the inner expansions are used in governing relation eqs.4.59 & 4.60

for boundary layer, the leading order radial displacement can be described by the

leading order continuity
@sjr0
@r̄j

= 0. (4.73)

Similarly, the radial momentum relation renders

@pj0
@r̄j

= 0. (4.74)
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These two simple homogeneous relations imply radially invariant fields defined at the

spherical interfaces according to the matching condition with outer solution:

s(j)r0 = sr0|r=ãj
, (4.75)

and

p(j)0 = p0|r=ãj
. (4.76)

These radially invariant inner fields reproduce the frequency spectra for inviscid sys-

tem.

The spectral quantities are determined by enforcing the relevant boundary con-

ditions. One major contrast between the bubble-laden and the particle-laden systems

appears at this point. In the current problem, both boundary conditions at two in-

terfaces are dictated by the discontinuity in radial traction due to the surface tension

e↵ect

⌧ = �
⇣
p(j)0 + 2s(j)r0 +r2

ss
(j)
r0

⌘
|@r=1,ã = 0. (4.77)

In contrast, such constraint is only imposed at the external periphery of a particle-

laden droplet where the solid-liquid interface ensures a no-slip velocity field. Hence,

the matrix representation of the interfacial conditions assumes a di↵erent form in the

present problem. This is derived by using the solutions given by eqs.4.68,4.69 & 4.70

in eq.4.77

[M ]|↵0i = |0i, (4.78)

where the square matrix [M ] is

[M ] = !2
0 [F ]�

�
l2 + l � 2

�
[�N ] [G] . (4.79)
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In the matrix expression, we define

[F ] =

2

64
hf(1)|

hf (ã) |

3

75 , (4.80)

[G] =

2

64
hg(1)|

hg (ã) |

3

75 , (4.81)

and

[�N ] =

2

64
1 0

0 � 1
ã2

3

75 . (4.82)

The column of amplitudes |↵0i cannot be trivial. Hence, !0 has to be such that

Det [M ] = 0, (4.83)

yielding the characteristic equation for !0. For each l, there are two solutions for !0

which have determined in an earlier paper. We use these results in our subsequent

analysis.

Though not needed in leading order frequency calculation, only non-trivial equa-

tion for leading order boundary layer is corresponding to the tangential momentum

balance

�!2
0s

(j)
s0 = � 1

ãj
(rrs) p

(j)
0 + i!0

@2s(j)s0

@r̄2j
. (4.84)

This should be coupled with the tangential stress condition at interfaces in presence

of a bubble so that both particular integral and homogeneous solution for s(j)s0 can be

properly evaluated. Tangential stress in boundary layer, however, only proportional
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to
p
Ca yielding a Neumann condition at both surfaces. As a result, a particular

integral with no dependence on r̄j can describe s(j)s0

s(j)s0 = �hf(aj)|↵0irsYlm, (4.85)

without requiring any extra contribution from a homogeneous solution which can vary

with radius. Such radial invariance is the unique feature for bubble-laden droplet

distinguishing it from a particulate domain for which no-slip at solid-liquid interface

in the latter causes variation in s(j)s0 with r̄j. Even if s(j)s0 does not play any role in

evaluation of !0, it is crucial in the calculation of viscous corrections in subsequent

orders.

4.3.2 Half-order solutions

Unlike particulate systems, the next order in the fields does not provide any

non-trivial contribution in spectral quantities involving bubble-laden drop. As in

the earlier work, we refer this order as ”half order”, because the fields would be

proportional to Ca1/2.

The continuity and momentum equations in the outer region for half order are

r · s 1
2
= 0, (4.86)

and

2!0⌦ 1
2
s0 + !2

0s 1
2
= rp 1

2
. (4.87)
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The corresponding field solutions are

p 1
2
= �!2

0hf(r)|↵ 1
2
iYlm, (4.88)

ss 1
2
=

"
�hf(r)|↵ 1

2
i+

2⌦ 1
2

!0
hf(r)|↵0i

#
rYlm, (4.89)

and

sr 1
2
=

"
�hg(r)|↵ 1

2
i+

2⌦ 1
2

!0
hg(r)|↵0i

#
Ylm. (4.90)

Here |↵ 1
2
i is a 2-dimensional column like |↵0i with its elements as the amplitudes for

regular and singular solutions associated to the half order.

The half order inner solution for radial displacement and pressure can be deter-

mined from the half-order continuity and radial momentum equations inside boundary

layers. The continuity relation

@sj
r 1
2

@r̄j
+

1

aj
(rrs) · sjs0 +

2

aj
sjr0 = 0. (4.91)

provides the solution for the half order radial deformation

sj
r 1
2

= � r̄1
ã
Ylm {l(l + 1)hf(ãj)|↵0i � 2hg(ãj)|↵0i}+ Ylmc

(j)
1
2

, (4.92)

where c(j)1
2

is a pure constant. When the following matching condition between the

inner and the outer region for half order fields is enforced:

Limr̄j!1s(j)1
2

= r̄j
@sr0
@r

|@r=ã + sr 1
2
|@r=ã, (4.93)
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we find c(j)1
2

. Similarly, the radial momentum balance relation

@p(j)1
2

@r̄j
= !2

0s
(j)
r0 , (4.94)

implies

p(j)1
2

= !2
0 r̄js

(j)
r0 + Ylmb

(j)
1
2

, (4.95)

where integration constant b(j)1
2

can be obtained by matching p(j)1
2

with half order outer

solution.

We find the two unknown amplitudes in |↵ 1
2
i from the known stress discontinuity

at two interfaces
⇣
p(j)1

2

+ 2s(j)
r 1
2

+r2
ss

(j)

r 1
2

⌘
|@r=ãj

= 0. (4.96)

This can be cast into the following matrix relation

!0[M ]|↵ 1
2
i � 2⌦ 1

2
(l2 + l � 2)[G]|↵0i = 0. (4.97)

At this point, we use the row eigen vector h�0| of singular [M ] with the eigen value

0. When eq.4.97 is contracted with h�0|, unknown |↵ 1
2
i is eliminated yielding ⌦ 1

2
=

0. When such trivial result is coupled with the fact that |↵ 1
2
i has to be linearly

independent from |↵0i, we also infer |↵ 1
2
i = |0i. Thus, the half order outer fields

like sr 1
2
, ss 1

2
and p 1

2
as well as integration constants like c(j)1

2

, b(j)1
2

are trivial quantities

equating to 0. These conclusions are totally di↵erent from what is seen in particulate

systems.

The half order calculation completes, when the tangential displacement in bound-
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ary layers is determined from the tangential momentum equation:

i!0

@2s(j)
s 1
2

@r̄2j
+ !2

0s
(j)

s 1
2

=
1

ãj
(rrs) p

(j)
1
2

� r̄j
ã2j

(rrs) p
(j)
0 . (4.98)

It yields a solution

s(j)
s 1
2

= k(j)
1
2

 j (rrs)Ylm +
1

!2
0 ãj

(rrs) p
(j)
1
2

� r̄j
!2
0 ã

2
j

(rrs) p
(j)
0 , (4.99)

where,

 j =
1

ãj
exp


(�1)jp

2
(1 + i)

p
!0r̄j

�
, (4.100)

and k(j)
1
2

is an integration constant. This has to be evaluated from the tangential

stress balance on the two surfaces

⌧s1 = i!0

2

4
@s(j)

s 1
2

@r̄j
+

1

ãj

n
(rrs) s

(j)
r0 � s(j)s0

o
3

5 = 0 at r= ãj. (4.101)

The boundary condition can be represented by a matrix relation

i!0

n
[⇤] |K 1

2
i � 2 [G] |↵0i+ 2 [�] [F ] |↵0i

o
= |0i, (4.102)

where |K 1
2
i={k(0)

1
2

k(1)
1
2

}T , and [⇤] as well as [�] are diagonal matrices

[⇤] =

2

64
�0 0

0 �1

3

75 =

p
2/!0

(1+i)

2

64
1 0

0 �1

3

75 (4.103)
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and

[�] =

2

64
�0 0

0 �1

3

75 =

2

64
1 0

0 1
ã

3

75 , (4.104)

with �j and �j being individual non-zero elements as defined in eqs.4.130 & 4.104.

Hence, one finds

|K 1
2
i = 2 [⇤]�1 [ [G]� [�] [F ] ]|↵0i, (4.105)

so that shear at both gas-liquid interfaces is ensured to be 0.

4.3.3 The most prominent correction in decay constant

The most significant correction in the damping constant due to the viscous e↵ect

appears from the first order fields. In absence of any solid surfaces, such feature is

rather intuitive because dissipation in the system is expected to be proportional to

Ca representing non-dimensional viscosity.

Accordingly, the first-order outer governing equations are considered in the form

of mass and momentum conservation

r · s1 = 0, (4.106)

and
⇣
2!0⌦1 + ⌦2

1
2

⌘
s0 + 2!0⌦ 1

2
s 1

2
+ !2

0s1 = rp1 � i!0r2s0. (4.107)

The corresponding solutions are:

p1 = �!2
0hf(r)|↵1iYlm, (4.108)
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ss1 =


�hf(r)|↵1i+

2⌦1

!0
hf(r)|↵0i

�
rYlm, (4.109)

and

sr1 =


�hg(r)|↵1i+

2⌦1

!0
hg(r)|↵0i

�
Ylm. (4.110)

Here, |↵1i is the two dimensional column representing the amplitude of regular and

singular harmonic functions for first order expansion. The half order contributions in

first order quantities vanishes in eqs.4.108—4.110 due to trivial solutions of p 1
2
and

s 1
2
.

Inside the boundary layers, the first order continuity relation

@s(j)r1

@r̄j
� 4r̄

ã2j
s(j)r0 +

2

ãj
s(j)
r 1
2

� r̄

ã2j
(rrs) · s(j)s0 +

1

ãj
(rrs) · s(j)s 1

2

= 0 (4.111)

suggests the following solution

s(j)r1 = {l (l + 1) �2j�j j+c(j)1 }Ylm�2r̄2j hg(ãj)|[�]2 |↵0iYlm�
r̄2j
2
l (l + 1) hf(ãj)|[�]3 |↵0i,

(4.112)

where c(j)1 is an integration constant. From the first order matching

Limr̄1!1s(j)1 =
r̄2j
2

@2sr0
@r

2

|@r=ã + r̄j
@sr 1

2

@r
|@r=ã + sr1|@r=ã, (4.113)

we can conclude

|C1i = � [G] |↵1 �
2⌦1

!0
↵0i, (4.114)

where the column matrix |C1i is {c(0)1 c(1)1 }T .
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Like lower order boundary-layer fields, radial momentum equation

@pj1
@r̄j

= !2
0s

j
r 1
2

+ i!0

@2sj
r 1
2

@r̄2j
, (4.115)

provides the solution for pressure

pj1 = �
r̄2j
2ã2j

(rrs) · (rrs) p0|@r=ãj�
!2
0 r̄

2
j

ãj
sr0|@r=ãj+bj1Ylm. (4.116)

Here bj1 is the integration constant. From first-order matching in pressure, one finds

|B1i = �!2
0 [F ] |↵1i. (4.117)

where the column matrix |B1i is {b(0)1 b(1)1 }T representing the integration constants

in eq.4.116.

At the end, we consider the first-order radial stress discontinuity on the surfaces

:

⌧r1 = �

2

4p(j)1 +

 
2s(j)r1

r2

!

|@r=ãj

+r2
ss

(j)
r1 |@r=ãj

3

5+ 2i!0
@s(j)r0

@r
|@r=ãj= 0. (4.118)

This can be represented in the following matrix relation

!2
0 [F ] |↵1i+l(l+1)(l2+l�2)

⇥
�2
⇤
[⇤] |K 1

2
i+(l2+l�2) [�) |C1i+2i!0 [H] |↵0i= |0i, (4.119)

where [H] is a 2⇥ 2 matrix

[H] =
@ [G]

@r
. (4.120)
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When |K 1
2
i and |C1i are replaced according to eqs.4.105 and 4.137, one finds

[M ]|↵1i+
2⌦1

!0

�
l2+l�2

�
[�][G]|↵0i= l (l+1)

�
l2+l�2

�
[�]
⇥
⇤�1⇤|K1

2
i�2i!0[H]|↵0i.

(4.121)

We contract eq.4.121 with the row eigen vector h�0| of the singular matrix [M ] cor-

responding to eigen value 0 to eliminate |↵1i. Then, a rearrangement of terms yields

an analytical expression for the first order exponent

⌦±
1 = �!±

0

l (l + 1) (l2 + l � 2) h�±
0 [�2] [⇤�1] |K±

1
2

i+ 2i!0h�±
0 [H] |↵±

0 i

(l2 + l � 2) h�±
0 [�] [G] |↵±

0 i
. (4.122)

This provides the most predominant correction in spectral quantities due to small

but finite viscous e↵ects.

We check that ⌦1 evaluated from eq.4.122 is a purely imaginary number. This

means that the first order correction only a↵ect the decay constant ⇣1 making !1=0.

We also recover the analogous value for ⌦1 from the general formulation by subtracting

!0 from ⌦ evaluated at Ca = 0.0001 and then by dividing the di↵erence by Ca=0.0001.

We find that ⌦1 obtained from the general method also is also purely imaginary. Thus,

in both cases, the decay correction ⇣1 defines ⌦1 completely.

In Fig.4.3, ⇣1 obtained from the general methodology is presented as function of

the size-ratio ã for l=2, 3 as continuous line curves. In the same figure, we also plot ⇣1

evaluated from the boundary layer theory for l=2, 3 as functions of the size-ratio ã,

where the data is represented as distinctly separated points. The results reveal exact

matching between two approaches, where the points from the boundary layer theory

perfectly coincide with the lines from the general formulation. Such corroboration

between two totally independent methods validates both.
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4.3.4 The most prominent correction in oscillating frequency

As the first order exponent i⌦ is a real number, the leading correction in fre-

quency due to viscous e↵ects appear in the next term in the perturbative expansion.

We refer this as 3/2 order, because here the quantities are proportional to Ca3/2.

The outer governing relations for 3/2 order are

r · s 3
2
= 0, (4.123)

and

⇣
2!0⌦ 3

2
+ 2⌦ 1

2
⌦1

⌘
s0 +

⇣
2!0⌦1 + ⌦2

1
2

⌘
s1 + 2!0⌦ 1

2
s1 + !2

0s 3
2
=

rp 3
2
� i! 1

2
r2s0 � i!0r2s 1

2
.

(4.124)

The corresponding solutions are:

p 3
2
= �!2

0hf(r)|↵ 3
2
iYlm, (4.125)

ss 3
2
= �hf(r)|↵ 3

2
irYlm +

2⌦ 3
2

!0
hf(r)|↵0i}rYlm, (4.126)

and

sr 3
2
= �hg(r)|↵ 3

2
iYlm +

2⌦ 3
2

!0
hg(r)|↵0iYlm. (4.127)

Here, as seen in the previous orders, amplitudes of regular and singular harmonic

fields are included as the elements of the two dimensional column |↵ 3
2
i.

On the other hand, the continuity relation for 3/2 order inside the boundary
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layers is:
@sj

r 3
2

@r̄j
+

1

ãj
(rrs) · sjs1 �

r̄j
ãj
(rrs) · sjs 1

2

+
2

ãj
sjr1 = 0. (4.128)

We couple this with first order tangential force balance equation

@2|sjs1i
@r̄2

� i!0|sjs1i = � 2

ãj
[⇤] [ ] |Kj

1
2

irYlm , (4.129)

where [ ] is a diagonal matrix,

[ ] =

2

64
 0 0

0  1

3

75 =

2

64
exp [

p
i!0r̄j] 0

0 exp [�
p
i!0r̄j]

3

75 (4.130)

which yields

sjs1 =

✓
� r̄j
ã2j

exp


(�1)jp

2
(1 + i)

p
!0r̄

�
kj

1
2

◆
rrYlm

+
1

ãj
exp


(�1)jp

2
(1 + i)

p
!0r̄

�
kj
1rrYlm.

(4.131)

Here kj
1 is an integration constant for the first order as kj

1
2

has been for half order.

It is determined in matrix form |K1i={k0
1 k1

1}T from the 3/2 order tangential stress

balance:

⌧s 3
2
= i!0

"
@sjs1
@r̄j

+
1

ãj

⇣
(rrs)s

j
r 1
2

� sj
s 1
2

⌘#
= 0. (4.132)

This translates into the following matrix equation

i!0

h
�2[�]2|K 1

2
i+ [�][⇤]|K1i

i
= 0, (4.133)
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from which one derives

|K1i = 2 [�]
⇥
⇤�1

⇤
|K 1

2
i. (4.134)

When eq.4.128 is combined with eqs.4.99, 4.105, 4.112, 4.131, 4.134, the following

solution is obtained

sj
r 3
2

= l(l + 1) j�j�
2
jk

j
1Ylm + cj3

2

. (4.135)

As in previous orders, the integration constant c(j)3
2

is obtained from the 3/2 order

matching of deformation between outer and inner regions

Limr̄j!1s(j)3
2

=
r̄3j
6

@3sr0
@r

3

|@r=ã + r̄2j
@2sr 1

2

@r

2

|@r=ã + r̄j
@sr1
@r

|@r=ã + sr 3
2
|@r=ã. (4.136)

The proper matching leads to the conclusion

|C 3
2
i = �[G]|↵ 3

2
i+

2⌦ 3
2

!0
[G]|↵0i, (4.137)

where the column matrix |C 3
2
i is {c(0)3

2

c(1)3
2

}T .

Similarly, we consider the 3/2 order radial momentum relation for boundary

layers
@pj3

2

@r̄j
= !2

0s
j
r1 + 2!0⌦1s

j
r0 + i!0

@2sjr1
@r̄2j

+ i⌦1
@2sjr0
@r̄2j

, (4.138)

to determine the pressure for the corresponding order. The final solution is obtained

as

pj3
2

= r̄j
@pj1
@r

+
r̄2

2

@2pj1
2

@r2
+ bj3

2

Ylm, (4.139)

where bj3
2

is an integration constant. after ensuring a proper matching of pressure
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between the inner and outer region,

|B 3
2
i = �!2

0[F ]|↵ 3
2
i. (4.140)

Here the column matrix |B 3
2
i is {b(0)3

2

b(1)3
2

}T .

Ultimately, we consider the 3/2-order radial stress balance on the surfaces :

⌧r 3
2
= �

2

64pj3
2

+

0

@
2sj

r 3
2

r2

1

A

|@r=ãj

+r2
ss

j
r 3
2

|@r=ãj

3

75 = 0, (4.141)

This can be represented in an analogous matrix expression as seen for the previous

orders:

[M ]|↵ 3
2
i� l(l+1)(l2+ l�2) [�N ] [⇤] |K1i+(l2+ l�2) [�N ] [G] |↵0i

2⌦ 3
2

!0
= 0. (4.142)

As before, we contract eq.4.142 with the row eigen vector h�0|{ for to eliminate the

unknown amplitudes given by |↵ 3
2
i. Then, one can find

⌦±
3
2

= !±
0

l(l + 1)h�±
0 |[�N ] [�] [⇤]2 |K±

1
2

i

h�±
0 |[�N ] [G] |↵±

0 i
, (4.143)

which renders the leading order coe�cient for the viscous correction in frequency.

It is to be noted that ⌦ 3
2
described by eq.4.122 is a complex number with phase

⇡/4, so that its real and imaginary parts have exact same value. Hence, we can

conclude ⌦ 3
2
= ! 3

2
(1 + i) implying that the complex number is fully defined by real

! 3
2
. The same ⌦ 3

2
is also reproduced by the general formulation where we subtract

!0 + Ca⌦1 from ⌦ evaluated at Ca = 0.0001 and then by dividing the di↵erence by
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Ca3/2 = 10�6. We find that ⌦ 3
2
obtained from the general method also has a phase

equal to ⇡/4. Thus, in both cases, 3/2 order corrections in spectral quantities is

defined by ! 3
2
completely.

In Fig.4.4, we present ! 3
2
obtained from the general methodology as function of

the size-ratio ã for l=2, 3 as continuous lines. At the same time, ! 3
2
evaluated from

the boundary layer theory for l=2, 3 are also plotted as functions of the size-ratio ã,

where the data is represented as distinctly separated points. The comparative study

show exact matching between two approaches, where one can see that the points

from the boundary layer theory are exactly on the lines from the general formulation.

Thus, we can conclude that both independent methods are mutually validated.

4.4 Chapter summary

This chapter describes a higher order boundary layer theory to quantify the

e↵ect of viscous dissipation on the spectral quantities for interfacial pulsation of a

multiphase drop under low capillary number limit. The analysis depicts two kind of

geometries. In the first one, we consider a particle-laden drop where the solid resides

in a concentric position inside the liquid domain. The latter one describes a drop

with an embedded bubble also at the central location.

The formulation introduces an outer domain and two inner regions attached to ei-

ther the external drop surface or the inner constituent interface. For the inner regions,

the coordinate in radial direction is rescaled and redefined leading to the derivation of

the boundary layer equation. Then, the dependent variables are expressed in power

series of
p
Ca as outer and inner expansions. When these expansions are inserted in

respective equations for the respective regions, a hierarchy of relations corresponding

to di↵erent orders of Ca can be derived. Finally, the solutions for the first few orders
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are obtained by enforcing the boundary conditions and by matching the solutions

from di↵erent subdomains. This also yields the corrections in the frequency and de-

cay constants over their inviscid value ensuring an independent spectral evaluation

under low capillary number limit.

For particulate and bubble-laden systems, two independently devised formula-

tions provide the exact same results for modes which induce non-trivial perceptible

deformation at the external surface of the drop. However, the crucial di↵erence be-

tween the particulate and the bubble-laden systems is the fact that the number of both

kinds of modes are twice as many in the latter compared to the former. Moreover,

the viscous e↵ects are less pronounced for the latter case. This fact is supported by

the calculations where weaker decay constants in presence of bubbles are proportional

to Ca as opposed to
p
Ca when solid-liquid interfaces increases dissipation. Similarly,

the asymptotic method infers that the dissipation-induced shift in ! scales as Ca3/2

for deformable surfaces instead of
p
Ca for undeformed ones. These distinctions are

revealed when corrections in ! and ⇣ for interfacial deformations are expressed as cap-

illary number expansion, and the corresponding proportionality constants are plotted

as functions of size-ratio.
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Figure 4.1. Leading order frequency !0 for the inviscid condition of a concentrically
situated particulate system is plotted as a function of size ratio ã for l = 2 (solid-line),
l = 3 (dashed-line)
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Figure 4.2. Leading order viscous correction ! 1
2
in the frequency for a concentrically

situated particulate system is presented as a function of size-ratio ã. The results are
computed either by general formulation for l=2 (solid line) and l=3 (dashed line) or
by boundary layer theory reproducing the same data for l=2 (solid dots) and l=3
(unfilled circles).
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Figure 4.3. First order viscous correction ⇣1 in the decay for a bubble-laden drop
is presented as a function of size-ratio ã for plus-mode (top figure) and minus-mode
(bottom figure). The results are computed either by general formulation for l = 2
(solid line) and l = 3 (dashed line) or by boundary layer theory reproducing the same
data for l = 2 (solid dots) and l = 3 (unfilled circles).
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Figure 4.4. The coe�cient ! 3
2
for the most prominant viscous correction in the

frequency of a bubble-laden drop is presented as a function of size-ratio ã for plus-
mode (top figure) and minus-mode (bottom figure). The results are computed either
by general formulation for l = 2 (solid line) and l = 3 (dashed line) or by boundary
layer theory reproducing the same data for l = 2 (solid dots) and l = 3 (unfilled
circles).
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION OF THE DISSERTATION

In this concluding chapter, the summary of the research is described by high-

lighting the key results. Also, we outline the possible future works related to our

analysis to signify its scientific and technological impact.

5.1 Concluding remarks and the dissertation summary

In this doctoral work, we first describe how an embedded bubble inside a droplet

modifies the frequency spectra due to its position. This geometry dictated spectra

is calculated for arbitrary location of the void by using a novel mathematical tech-

nique under low capillary number and low bond number limits. In our formulation,

mutual transformations in two sets of basis functions are exploited to impose surface

tension dictated interfacial boundary conditions. The calculation involves two config-

urational modes (+,�) and two quantum numbers (l,m) associated with the spherical

harmonics.

For a concentric configuration of the system, one can observe the same exact

frequency for di↵erent vibrational modes due to azimuthal degeneracy. This happens

when the frequencies of di↵erent modes with the same principal quantum number

l but di↵erent azimuthal number m coincide with each other. The reason for such

degeneracy is the azimuthal invariance involved with our formulation in presence

of spherical symmetry of the geometric configuration. These frequency values for

di↵erent modes are calculated by exploiting an innovative basis function expansion

in the flow field. Then, the boundary condition translated into a system of algebraic

equations is represented in matrix form. For a concentric geometry, the relations
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in the matrix structure is block diagonalized in l and degenerated in m ensuring

azimuthal degeneracy of the system.

The fine-structure of the spectra appears when the cavity deviates from its con-

centric position. For such eccentric configuration, the azimuthal degeneracy disap-

pears. This happens, because the m values are, then, implicitly got involved in the

matrix structure. The inherent reason behind the structural modifications of the ma-

trix formulation is due to coordinate transformations between two spherical geome-

tries. In our analysis, we identified two involved transformation coe�cients leading to

the aforementioned + and � configurational modes. This leads to coupled modes for

di↵erent l values destroying block diagonal structure in l in the formulation. As many

solutions with di↵erent l’s are superposed for a specific mode, this quantum number

should no longer represent a single-frequency wave in an eccentric geometry. Instead,

we introduce a new index k to identify an eigen solution which implies that the most

prominently contributing harmonic function in the superposed fields would be when

l = k. Still despite coupling between di↵erent l’s, we maintain block diagonalization

in m for the matrix structure by ensuring decoupling between di↵erent azimuthal

variations. Such convenience is devised by choosing the center of the bubble along

the z-axis. This construction is viable for single bubble or particle system where the

position of the constituent can always be considered along the z-direction without any

loss of generality. As a result, if m is changed, the modes exhibit a slightly modified

frequency. We refer this phenomenon as fine-structure split which is analogous to

the one seen in atomic systems with small variation in energy levels due to di↵erent

quantum number values.

The characteristics of the obtained frequency band structure shows two impor-
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tant features. We name them as signature parameters of the spectra. The first of

these reveals insignificant variation of the frequency values corresponding to the mi-

nus mode for di↵erent positions of the cavity when the drop-bubble size-ratio is fixed.

This feature is seen only when k = m which we identify as planar pulsation mode.

Our observation implies that the frequencies of the planar pulsation modes only vary

with the size-ratio of the system. It means that this signature feature can be utilized

to estimate the size of the cavity inside the droplet if the planar pulsation frequency

is correctly identified from the experimental observations. Furthermore, the spectral

values indicate significant mutual departure within a band expanding the bandwidth

of the structure with increasing eccentricity. Thus, we identify the band-width as our

second signature. Then, the location of the cavity can also be estimated by matching

the simulated bandwidths for the predicted size-ratio.

In addition to the aforementioned general analysis, we have constructed a novel

matrix perturbation technique under two limiting situations, so that our original

formulation can be validated independently. When the bubble is displaced from the

drop origin by a small distance R, the perturbation analysis proves that the frequency

of a selected mode has a parabolic variation with R. In contrast, when the bubble is

in nearly touching configuration with the outer drop surface, the frequency behavior

has a linear variation with the film thickness between the two interfaces. Finally,

these observations obtained by matrix perturbation theory are precisely corroborated

by our original formulation.

Also, we propose a detection algorithm based on the natural interfacial pulsation

on the drop surface. Firstly, the interfacial pulsation has to be recorded in an experi-

ment. Then, the frequency spectra of the interfacial dynamics can be experimentally
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determined by a dual Fourier transformation. Finally, the convenient features of

experimentally obtained values should be properly matched with the theoretical pre-

diction of a known system.

In the second project, the damped oscillation of a viscous droplet is investigated

considering a trapped bubble inside the liquid. For this analysis, the concentric

configuration of the geometry is considered under low bond number limit when the

capillary number has a finite value. The main goal of this formulation is to see how

the frequency and the decay spectra for natural wave pulsations in the domain modify

with the size-ratio ã and the capillary number Ca.

In the general analysis, the momentum balance equation is solved in presence

of finite viscosity exploiting a complete set of basis solutions for the hydrodynamic

fields. These basis solutions include pure vectors as well as pseudo-vectors. Then,

we impose the boundary conditions in our calculation by forming a matrix structure

involving the unknown amplitudes of the basis solutions. The obtained matrices have

a block diagonal structure decoupling deformational block with pure vectors and rota-

tional block with pseudo-vectors. Therefore, we reveal uncoupled deformational and

rotational modes separately. The deformational block illustrates the distortion of the

outer surface whereas the rotational block represents the shape retaining rotational

motion of the medium. The characteristic equations corresponding to deformational

and rotational matrix structures provide the wavelength, frequency and damping

constant for a specific mode defined by the principal quantum number l for spherical

harmonics.

Among deformational modes, there are two classes of modes. The first one of

these can be either over-damped or under-damped depending on whether the capil-
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lary number is over a critical value or not. These modes have wave-lengths with both

real and imaginary parts which yield both frequency and decay constant in under-

damped situation or two di↵erent damping coe�cients in over-damped systems. We

find these roots using steepest descent method in our numerical analysis minimizing

the magnitude of complex determinant involved in the characteristic equation. There

are, however, only two such waves for each quantum number l corresponding to +

and � configurations. In contrast, the second group has infinite number of possible

wave-lengths which are purely imaginary numbers causing only exponentially decay-

ing motion without any sinusoidal oscillations. These roots are identified by using

bisection method where the imaginary axis is scanned in successive intervals.

All rotational modes also have purely imaginary wave-lengths implying consis-

tently decaying motion without any oscillation like what is seen in second class of

deformational waves. It is expected from a shape retaining velocity field along the

spherical surface, because the fluid cannot pulsate in absence of the restoring capillary

e↵ect at a distorted non-spherical interface. We use bisection method in successive

intervals along imaginary axis also to find the roots of rotational characteristic equa-

tion.

In our final project, we present a singular perturbation technique where a higher

order boundary layer theory quantifies the e↵ect of viscous dissipation on the spectral

quantities under low capillary number limit. The main goal of this work is to investi-

gate how the interfacial spectra is modified by dissimilar species inside a liquid drop.

For this purpose, we consider a particulate-laden and a bubble-laden drop system

where they are located concentrically within the geometry.

In the boundary layer theory, we consider an outer and inner domains where the
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inner domain can be attached to the outer drop interface or the inner constituent

surface. Then, for the inner surface, the radial coordinate is re-scaled and re-defined

ensuring finite but small viscous contribution in the boundary layer equation. After

that, all the dependent variables are expanded in outer and inner regions as a power

series of small but finite
p
Ca. When these dependent variables are inserted into their

governing equations, one can observe a hierarchical scheme corresponds to di↵erent

orders of Ca. Finally, the solutions for first couple of orders are obtained by enforcing

the boundary conditions and by asymptotically matching the solutions between inner

and outer domains. According to these two geometries, intuitively one can conclude

that the viscous e↵ect is less profound in bubble-laden drop system compared to the

particulate one. This is further corroborated by the formulated boundary layer theory

where decay constants are propotional to Ca as opposed to
p
Ca in presence of solid

bodies. Similarly, our calculations show dissipation-induced shift in ! scales as Ca
3
2

for the bubble surface instead of
p
Ca for the solid body. To illustrate these distinc-

tions, we present higher order ! and ⇣ as a function of size-ratio ã. Furthermore, the

obtained results validate the correctness of our general analysis under low capillary

number limit.

5.2 Potential future work

The numerical algorithms and the benchmark results discussed in my disserta-

tion have broader scope and wider application. The required generalizations and

extensions to realize the full potential of the developed theory would be pursued by

us in the near future.

The methodology revealing the fine-structure split in my thesis can be easily

extended to investigate the frequency spectra of a particulate system. Furthermore,
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we can generalize this idea to characterize a system with multiple gaseous cavities

and solid bodies inside the liquid domain. The same mathematical technique that we

developed here can be utilized to solve transient flow equations in presence of discon-

nected dissimilar surfaces. Here, such configuration should satisfy either Dirichlet or

mixed boundary conditions at their interfaces. The method will compute the desired

quantities by forming mass, dissipation and spring matrices for the unsteady system

in the way quasi-steady Stokesian dynamics forms many body mobility. This way, we

intend to maximize the scope of our analysis in the future so that these more complex

dynamics can be described.

The outlined analysis can also be extended to a system where one membrane-

bound viscoelastic medium filled with small distinct objects engulfs another sub-

domain of di↵erent properties. Such entity is similar to a cell where surrounding

cytoplasm, centrally situated nucleus and suspended micro-organelles are all well de-

fined entities inside the domain. We will verify whether acoustic or flow induced

fluctuations cause strong enough deformation waves at the outer surface of the de-

scribed model for characterization purposes. The study will examine viability of a

detection procedure predicting viscoelastic coe�cients for both cytoplasm and nucleus

separately from the spectra of multimodal perimetric pulsation.

Further generalization of our theory is possible if its underlying assumptions

are relaxed. My doctoral work takes into account linearized inviscid relations cor-

responding to small-amplitude pulsation with low capillary number. In the future,

one can consider systems with large oscillations. For intermediate value of the defor-

mation wave, one can produce a second order analysis including the quadratic terms

which appear due to the departure from the nominal shape. Such mathematical
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results reveal the stability of the chosen configuration. For larger fluctuations, full

Navier-Stokes equation has to be solved where the multiphase domain may undergo

irreversible changes like fragmentation of the liquid mass or rupture of the bubble.

However, these phenomena should be described by treating the dynamics as an initial

value flow problem instead of an analysis of a long-time oscillatory process.

In addition to that, we describe resonance of a system under acoustic or flow-

induced transient excitations. The resonating response will be quantified in terms of

interfacial deformability for specific modes of pulsation at the external surface under

the action of pressure wave or transient flow. We will explore dynamics of di↵erent

natural modes to identify the one most conducive for controlled disintegration of the

liquid mass with multiphase interior. The calculations will specify the strength of

the forcing required to instigate such e↵ect. The procedure, if proven viable, can be

applied to treat oncological diseases by ultrasonic destruction of cancerous cells or to

accelerate fuel combustion by spraying finer droplet.

Next, we will investigate random interfacial fluctuations due to Brownian species

in the interior. Typically, Brownian constituents are naturally present or induced as

tracers inside a domain. Random motion of such particles create stochastic noises at

the external interface of the liquid domain. Our analysis will quantify the probabilistic

variations at the periphery of muliphase drops and compound viscoelastic body due

to Brownian motion. Moreover, it will estimate the feasibility of measuring local

temperature, concentration and particle-size by recording and post-processing these

fluctuations despite inaccessibility of the interior.

Also, our general formulation can be extended to di↵erent geometries. For ex-

ample, we can consider an elliptical drop instead of a spherical one. In that case,
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one should use solutions involving ellipsoidal harmonics in place of spherical harmon-

ics, and derive the corresponding transformation coe�cients to enforce the boundary

conditions.

It is to be noted that the position of the constituent inside a droplet may change

in time due to various reasons. The most profound reason would be the small but

finite external potential like gravity. In that case, a low Bond number limit would

ensure a very slow temporal change in the position R. So, finally, we will investigate

the modification of the interfacial spectra when the negligible gravity assumption is

relaxed. For this purpose, we will use multiple time scale analysis in Bond number

expansion assuming small but finite gravitational e↵ect. As a result, the fast oscil-

latory motion will reveal the spectral quantities at a certain time, whereas a slower

temporal evolution would describe the gradual change in the spectra due to structural

alteration.
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CHAPTER 6

APPENDIX

6.1 Elements of matrices used in the general formulation

In this Appendix, we describe the elements of 6⇥6 matrix [T�lm] first introduced

in eq.3.44. Here, T±0
�lm and T±1

�lm are the following 3⇥ 3 blocks inside [T�lm] matrix

[T�lm] =

2

64

⇥
T+0

�lm

⇤ ⇥
T+1

�lm

⇤

⇥
T�0

�lm

⇤ ⇥
T�1

�lm

⇤

3

75 . (6.1)

In our analysis, the elements of T±0
�lm and T±1

�lm at �-th row and s-th column are

expressed as ⌧±�s0
�lm and ⌧±�s1

�lm , respectively. Among these, a few are identically zero

due to the decoupling between vectors and pseudo-vectors. Accordingly, the matrices

contain only 5 non-zero elements:

[T±0
�lm] =

2

666664

⌧±110
�lm 0 0

0 ⌧±220
�lm ⌧±230

�lm

0 ⌧±320
�lm ⌧±330

�lm

3

777775
, [T±1

�lm] =

2

666664

⌧±111
�lm 0 0

0 ⌧±221
�lm ⌧±231

�lm

0 ⌧±321
�lm ⌧±331

�lm

3

777775
. (6.2)

We list these non-zero elements in T±0
�lm and T±1

�lm for l = 2, 3.
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When l = 2,

⌧±110
�2m = f±

2 (�ã),

⌧±220
�2m = � 6

ã2
f±
2 (�ã),

⌧±230
�2m = ��g±2 (�ã),

⌧+320
�2m = �2ã, f�32

�2m = 3ã�4,

⌧+330
�2m = �ã2, f�33

�2m = �ã�3,

(6.3)

and

⌧±111
�2m = Ca2

⇥
�g±2 (�)� 2f±

2 (�)
⇤
,

⌧±221
�2m = �12


Ca2�g±2 (�) +

3

�2
f±
2 (�)

�
,

⌧±231
�2m = Ca2

⇥
2�g±2 (�) + f±

2 (�)� �h±
2 (�)

⇤
,

⌧+321
�2m = �Ca2�4 � 4Ca2�2 � 8, ⌧�32

�2m = �Ca2�4 � 24Ca2�2 � 12,

⌧+331
�2m = �2Ca2�2, ⌧�33

�2m = 8Ca2�2.

(6.4)

When l = 3,

⌧±110
�3m = f±

3 (�ã),

⌧±220
�3m = �12

ã2
f±
3 (�ã),

⌧±230
�3m = ��g±3 (�ã),

⌧+320
�3m = �3ã2, f�32

�3m = 4ã�5,

⌧+330
�3m = �ã3, f�33

�3m = �ã�4,

(6.5)
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and

⌧±111
�3m = Ca2

⇥
�g±3 (�)� 2f±

3 (�)
⇤
,

⌧±221
�3m = �24


Ca2�g±3 (�) +

3

�2
f±
3 (�)

�
,

⌧±231
�3m = Ca2

⇥
2�g±3 (�) + f±

3 (�)� �h±
3 (�)

⇤
,

⌧+321
�3m = �Ca2�4 � 12Ca2�2 � 30, ⌧�32

�3m = �Ca2�4 � 40Ca2�2 � 40,

⌧+331
�3m = �4Ca2�2, ⌧�33

�3m = 10Ca2�2.

(6.6)

Here, we define

g±2 (⇣) =


e±⇣

✓
± 3

⇣2
� 6

⇣3

◆
± ⇣f±

2 (⇣)

�
,

g±3 (⇣) =


e±⇣

✓
± 6

⇣2
� 30

⇣3
± 45

⇣4

◆
± ⇣f±

3 (⇣)

�
,

h±
2 (⇣) =


e±⇣

✓
⌥ 6

⇣3
+

18

⇣4

◆
± g±2 (⇣){⇣ + 1}⌥ f±

2 (⇣){⇣ � 1}
�
,

h±
3 (⇣) =


e±⇣

✓
⌥12

⇣3
+

90

⇣4
⌥ 180

⇣5

◆
± g±3 (⇣){⇣ + 1}⌥ f±

3 (⇣){⇣ � 1}
�
,

(6.7)

with f±
2 (⇣) = e±⇣

⇣
1⌥ 3

⇣+
3
⇣2

⌘
and f±

3 (⇣) = e±⇣
⇣
1⌥ 6

⇣+
15
⇣2 ⌥

15
⇣3

⌘
given in eqs.3.32 & 3.33

for l = 2, 3 when ⇣ = �r.
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